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Editorial
The symposium Lightweight Design in Product Development (LWD-PD18) was held June 14th – 15th 2018
at ETH Zurich, Switzerland.
Today more than ever, economic growth, prosperity and mobility need to be balanced with the limited
availability of natural resources and energy reserves. In this context, lightweight systems play a central
role by the realization of sustainable products and components, minimizing material and energy
consumption over the entire design life. The design space available to engineers is continuously expanded
by novel material systems and fabrication technologies entering the market. At the same time, novel
multidisciplinary design tools, methods and approaches, new data and information technologies are
revolutionizing products and the way they are designed and fabricated.
The symposium thus selectively addressed and discussed actual topics along the entire value chain from
material to design and fabrication, sharing research achievements at the leading edge of research and
application and discussing and exchanging ideas on future trends.
A wide variety of lightweight design subject areas were covered over five main tracks: Engineering of
Composites, Modular Lightweight Design, Multifunctional Lightweight Systems, Additive Manufacturing
for Lightweight Design, Advanced Materials and Processes.
The organizing committee would like to thank all volunteers, participants, speakers and most of all the
researchers who enabled the symposium to become such an outstanding success.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bionic solutions to technical problems led to fascinating algorithmic approaches in structural design – for example,
transferring the principle of tree fiber growth to optimal fiber layout in fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP), called the
Computer Aided Internal Optimization Method (CAIO) [1]. It is based on aligning the orthotropic axes of FRP with the
“force flow” [1], i.e. maximum principal normal stress trajectories (MPNST), which consequently leads to a reduction
of shear stresses. As shear stresses are among the main causes for matrix failure [2], this leads to a significant increase
in strength. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the CAIO method.
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Fig. 1: Flow chart of the CAIO method adapted from [1].

Following an initial finite element (FE) analysis with isotropic material, the orthotropic material axes are aligned
with MPNST (more precisely, principal normal stress trajectories with maximum absolute eigenvalues [3]). Using these
new orientations, another FE analysis is conducted. If shear stresses are significantly reduced [1] or fiber angles don’t
change significantly [3], the calculation ends; otherwise it continues with the next iteration.
Even though the method has been applied and its working principle scrutinized in several contributions [3; 4] there is
still some work to be done to bring CAIO into practice. Specifically, for areas of isotropic multi-axial stress states, the
selection of MPNST becomes non-unique [3] – this means in practice, it’s unclear in which direction fibers have to be
put. Fig. 2 illustrates this problem.
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Fig. 2: a) Areas with unique MPNST; b) Areas with non-unique MPNST

Experience shows these stress states typically appear in real-world examples with complicated geometries and load
cases. Solutions to this problem have been discussed, like selecting MPNST with maximum absolute eigenvalues
instead of signed eigenvalues [3] (“maximum absolute”) or searching for finite elements within proximity with
unambiguous fiber directions [5; 6] and adapting their orientation (“proximity search”). However, there is a lack of
deeper scrutiny. This extended abstract compares these two approaches to tackle the problem. Comparison is done both
visually and in terms of stiffness and strength, measured using Puck matrix failure criterion. The extended abstract is
limited to plane stress states; convergence history is given for each example.
2. EXTENDING THE CAIO METHOD FOR LOCAL MULTI-AXIAL STRESS STATES
To scrutinize the impact of multiaxial stress states on the overall outcome of the CAIO method, a two-step
examination process is followed: (1) Find regions of multiaxial stress states for a given demonstrator. (2) Compare
stiffness and strength results of the optimized fiber layouts when applying “maximum absolute” and “proximity search”.
(1) Fig. 3 shows the principal normal stress directions of a simple plate with a notch. It is subjected to bending load
at one edge and fixed on the left boundary. For this example, two regions of multiaxial stress states evolve – close to
force application (A) and in regions where tension and compression principal stresses intervene (B). Region B is much
more heavily stressed than region A (see vector lengths corresponding to eigenvalues).
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Fig. 3: Plate with a notch under bending load, principal normal stress trajectories (red = tension, blue = compression)

(2) The results of the CAIO method applied to this example are presented in Fig. 4 after 10 iterations (strain energy
difference smaller than 0.1 %). The “maximum absolute” result without any interference with fiber direction during the
optimization process is shown on the left in Fig. 4a. Using the “proximity search” method from [5] a different principal
normal stress direction field evolves – and thus different fiber orientations, especially in Region B (Fig. 4b). Elements
with similar absolute eigenvalues of first and second principal stress trajectories (± 20%) (“isotropic” stress states) are
shown in Fig. 4c. These are the elements where “proximity search” selects suitable, uniquely selectable fiber trajectories
from elements in the vicinity.
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Fig. 4: Visual results. a) Usual “maximum absolute” CAIO results, b) “Proximity search” modified CAIO result, c) Elements
with detected multiaxial stress states (all iterations) where “proximity search” is applied, d) Fiber angle difference between
“maximum absolute” and “proximity search”.

Fiber orientations are not significantly altered in regions of unique MPNST, yet quite strongly altered especially in
region A. In the tension-compression region B, orientation differences are very high locally, depicting 90° deviations.
Fig. 5 presents numerical results: strain energy sum (stiffness) in the course of ten iterations and Puck matrix failure
values (strength) visually in the third iteration, see break criterion above.

Fig. 5: Numerical results. a) Convergence history of the total strain energy (normalized to max = 1), b) histogram of Puck
matrix failure values, c) Puck matrix failure criterion values.

Interpreting these results, stiffness only differs slightly between the two calculation methods (about 0.7 %).
Hypothetically, the reason for this behavior could be that the orientation of the orthotropic fiber axis in elements with
multi-axial stress states does not have a huge stiffness effect – fiber orientation might always be “equally bad”. The
strength results show bigger differences especially in region A (force application), which corresponds to the differences
in fiber orientation (Fig. 4d).
This might stem from a secondary effect of load transfer due to locally different fiber angles picked from
neighboring unambiguous-MPNST elements. More widely distributed Puck values are observed in region A when using
proximity search (Fig. 5b), the histogram in Fig. 5c shows that “proximity search” shows lower Puck matrix values than
“maximum absolute” a bit more frequently and vice versa.
In the following, application to a real-world example shall reveal whether the upper observations can be repeated: no
significant stiffness increase or decrease; differences in fiber orientation close to boundary conditions and loads; and
more widely distributed/frequently lower Puck matrix failure values.
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3. APPLICATION TO A MOUNTING BRACKET
In real-world applications, part geometries often consist of 3D-shapes. To scrutinize the two CAIO method
variations under more practical conditions, a mounting bracket under torsional load applied to the inner mounting holes,
illustrated in Fig. 6a, is chosen. The part is fixed at the outer holes. Figs. 6b and 6c show the results after 10 iterations
with proximity search (± 20%). The elements with an “isotropic” stress state (red) in the last iteration are shown in
Fig. 6b, emphasizing selection A as an example area for applying proximity search. Studying the differences of the
Puck matrix failure values in Fig. 6c, there is no regular pattern which could be seen as correlated to the “isotropic”
elements.

Fig. 6: a) Three-dimensional mounting bracket under torsional load, b) Elements with “isotropic” multiaxial stress states in
the last iteration when “proximity search” is applied, c) differences in Puck matrix failure values between “maximum absolute”
and “proximity search”.

Analysing the stiffness results in Fig. 7a the “proximity search” provides slightly less stiff designs than the
conventional CAIO method. As described before, from the numerical point of view the fiber is not placed in the best
way, but nonetheless the fiber direction computed by “proximity search” helps designing bigger areas of similar fiber
angles. Fig. 7b shows a detailed view of the fiber directions computed with the two presented methods. Area A contains
several Finite Elements with “isotropic” stress state. The “proximity search” leads to a more uniform result.
Additionally to the stiffness evaluation there can be seen no significant stiffness change after the fifth Iteration,
indicating fast convergence in terms of stiffness. The observation of the fiber angle difference in Fig. 7c shows high
local deviations between the methods but no correlation with the “isotropic” elements of the last iteration (Fig. 6b).

Fig. 7: Numerical results after ten iterations a) Convergence history of the total strain energy (normalized to max = 1), b)
Fiber directions computed with “maximum absolute” CAIO and with “proximity search” CAIO, c) Fiber angle difference
between “maximum absolute” and “proximity search”.

4. CONCLUSION
The “proximity search” adaption to the CAIO method [5] was scrutinized and compared to the typical fiber
trajectory selection within CAIO (“maximum absolute”). Both stiffness, strength and uniformness of fiber layout were
examined. No clear pattern was found concerning strength. However, although providing slightly less stiff results, the
“proximity method” produces more regular – and thus easier-to-manufacture – fiber layouts for the given demonstrator.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, lightweight measures compete with many other CO2 abatement levers (e.g., electrification with strong
interdependency to weight) in the transport sector, particularly within the automotive industry. Thus, composite
materials are being marketed to industrial companies as a superlative lightweight alternative to the wide variety of
aluminum and steel alloys already being used and technologically optimized in structural applications for years.
However, do these innovative materials (i.e., CFRP) substantially feature the desired game-changing issue facing the
challenge of transferring new lightweight-oriented concepts through each phase of the product development process in
accordance with unique technical, economic and ecological specifications? Or, do actually hybrid concepts exceed the
overall cost-benefit performance as a result of their specifically tailored and customer-driven properties even with
regard to an advanced multi-material systems design?
Concerning this matter, the scientific contribution presents a module-driven systematic approach for the early
conceptual stage of product development regarding a potential analysis of designing hybrid material components based
on an integrated cross-component lightweight and material-oriented development (IC2-LMOD) methodology [1,2].
2. LIGHTWEIGHT AND MATERIAL-ORIENTED FRAMEWORK – EXTENSION OF HYBRID DESIGN
Covering this challenging topic, a systematic material selection has already been valued for decades, particularly
more and more successfully with the scientific contribution by Ashby [3] and its computational screening approach [4].
Thus, and compared to former perspectives on material aspects paired with at least to some extent production-oriented
know-how [5-6] within the decision-making process in product development, Ashby’s methodology clearly defines four
main phases to the final choice of material: (1) translating material-related requirements, (2) screening by eliminating
materials or material subclasses failing to perform, (3) ranking by comparing most promising candidate materials, and
(4) seeking supporting information by validation of material properties. Integrated procedures considering geometrydepending aspects are indeed being fundamentally addressed [7-9], however, it is carried out in detail only
insufficiently analogous to processing-specific matters [10]. Accordingly, the systematic analysis of potentials along
with its actually conceptual or detailed component design of hybrid structures proves to be rather difficult up until now,
since all three aspects (design, process, and material) have essentially to be taken into account in a fully integrated
perspective. In this regard, current approaches by Kleemann et al. [11] (CPM/PDD based extended mapping matrices
identifying strategies to develop multi-material components), Lauter [12] (modular layout to conceptually design hybrid
structures correlated to design guidelines and planning of manufacturing processes) and Ashby et al. [13] (more detailed
view on technical dimensioning of sandwich, foam as well as lattice, and straightforward segmented structures) present
initial procedures, even though they do not give any technical, economic and ecological evaluation and ranking
possibilities or suggestions for selecting a most-beneficial component design compared to conventional (monolithic)
solution alternatives with regard to the respective application case and its individual weighting of prioritizations.
Against this inadequate background in the scientific state of the art, the fundamentally developed framework of an
integrated cross-component lightweight and material-oriented development (IC2-LMOD) with a central view on the
joint section design [1,2] is extended by a methodological potential analysis and design of hybrid structures, at first on
the component-specific side (see Fig. 1). In doing so, and originating from the basic engineering idea of a gradually
guided system analysis (clarification and functional conception), the structurally ingenious extension directly steps into
the initial screening of diverse but equally potential lightweight engineering concepts (component pre-design / gray
marked section). Following a modular procedure, an investigation of categorically expedient (design) layouts and
materials of one individual component (of the composed subsystem or system) is carried out first regarding its
assignable or rather operating loads and space. As a result, for example, sandwich structures are subject to a more
detailed examination in the following design scheme if the available installation space is reduced to a (flat) plate design
while forces are limited to predominant bending. Second, the basic material layout takes place, where the conventional
(monolithic) component pre-design keeps – to a certain extent – a reference to the strategic hybrid design.
Consequently, the multifarious dimensioning of previously determined, individual concepts is provided by its technical
feasibility and weight (primary key performance indicator) in a first instance. Based on a set-based compilation of the
lightest alternative solutions of each eligible structural family (monolithic, segmented hybrid, and sandwich layout),
finally all well-thought-out solutions are holistically assessed according to technological, economic and ecological
criteria including local prioritizations of each attributes (e.g., specific manufacturing challenges). In the end, an overall
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Finally, the individually best (by weight), distinguishable (by structure or material) solution alternatives are
comparably assessed by further technological (e.g., possibility for serial production), economic (e.g., material cost) and
ecological (e.g., primary energy consumption) attributes. Ranked by a globally customized prioritization of the four
main criteria of technological, economic, ecological and lightweighting feasibility as well as performability, the holistic
potentials of hybrid concepts regarding a specific application case can be tabularly identified in direct comparison to
exclusively monolithic solutions, and hence the considerably monetary and non-monetary effort estimated (e.g., in
terms of the additionally needed join-ability aspect of its individual materials in hybrid layouts). Accordingly, the
transparent assessment of all lightweight concepts is brought to the next level enabling a speedier application and
implementation of hybrid concepts.
4. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
Starting from a broad range of scientific approaches to cover lightweight design as such or systematically helps to
find the most-beneficial choice of material particularly in terms of hybrid structures, this contribution stresses the need
for a technical, economic and ecological potential analysis of designing hybrid material components relating to the early
conceptual stage of product development. Thus, an extension of the underlying IC2-LMOD framework including a
procedure for geometry variations of hybrid-segmented structures is demonstrated. At this point, the currently still
manually (step-by-step) practiced procedure to variate, analyze and optimize the complex and interrelated issues in
finding hybrid concept solutions is now being steadily transformed into a numerically (mathematically not solvable with
Lagrangian analytical mechanics for a weight-optimized material distribution of symmetrical/asymmetrical profiles)
multi-criteria decision-making approach, analogous to the already happened calculation of monolithic alternatives [2].
The main challenge here lies in the even bigger diversity of reciprocal parameters (multi-segmented layout) on top of
the iteratively double or multiple inclusion of assorted material properties (several materials, keyword: composite beam
[14]) within the sophisticated algorithm cycle. A subsequent validation of the extended methodology is ultimately
targeted, for example, for a body-in-white section of the automotive industry [15].
Notwithstanding the above, furthermore the original idea of the IC2-LMOD methodology regarding crosscomponent aspects (e.g., component 1 + joining + component 2) has additionally to be focused, since hybrid structures
may possess more extensive challenges in its local (component-related) and global (subsystem-related) joint section
design taking into account a concurrent determination of most-beneficial joining technologies of all adjacently defined
components. Moreover, the multi-cross-dimensional and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCD²A) of a fully assembly
line with its material throughput and utilization rates, cycle times, and much more faces a new challenge [16]. Thus, the
development of a utility-based software tool supporting the engineer with all these complex and correlated concurrent
considerations is getting more and more indispensable, as initially proposed in [17].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thin and unstiffened cylinder shells made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) are structural components used
in aerospace engineering. One recent prominent example is the Falcon 9, which has such a cylindrical interstage
between the first and second stage made of composite materials [1]. Because of their high radius-thickness-ratio the
critical failure is buckling. At the same time in aerospace engineering there are high weight and safety requirements
which increase the need for precise and non-conservative knockdown factors.
Today, the prediction of the critical buckling load follows NASA design guidelines developed in the 1960s
[NASA SP-8007] by deterministic design procedures using empirical knock-down factors based on test of metal
structures with different boundary conditions [2]. However, for these structures there exist a high number of
uncertainties. These include geometric [3, 4] and load imperfections [5], introduced disturbances during manufacturing
and mounting as well as material and model uncertainty [6]. Therefore, with a deterministic design approach the level
of safety is not possible to quantify and it leads to conservative designs for composite materials. New approaches have
to be developed and requirements for experimental validation and numerical prediction of buckling loads have to be
specified.
2. REQUIREMENTS FOR TESTING
So-called shim tests were carried out by Hühne where shims of different sizes placed at various positions between
the cylinder and the test rig. Depending on the positions and sizes of the shim he shows that the buckling loads
decreases. For instances, a 0.4 mm thick shim reduces the buckling load up to about 27% [5]. Kriegesmann computes
that a small deviation of 0.009° from the ideal angle of load introduction reduces the buckling load up to 17% [7]. In [4]
it is also demonstrated by Schillo that the geometrical imperfection have much smaller influence than load
imperfections. Therefore, especially the testing on the multiaxial hexapod test rig have to be analyzed based on previous
results in order to reduce undesired lateral forces on to the cylinders. Previously test on this test rig showed high lateral
forces in a magnitude of 4.0 % to 6.2 % of the buckling load [4].
However, the measurement of geometric imperfections and other disturbances like small deformations introduced
during the mounting process have to be considered. These geometric deformations are able to be determined with
optical measurement systems like the ATOS-System. Material parameters, like the fiber volume ratio, fiber orientation
or the Young-Modulus have to be determined by coupon tests and resected samples of the cylinder. If all impact factors
and their distributions are known they can be taken into account for the model. Finally, with experimental data from the
buckling test the quality of the model prediction and a level of safety can be calculated.
3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
The cylinders are clamped in a fixture developed by Schillo [4]. This fixture reduces the introduced geometric
imperfection and stresses through the mounting process. Before and after the mounting the cylinders are measured by
an ATOS-system to determine the fest-fit radius and form deviations. These data will be used for modelling the
cylinders.
The buckling test are carried out on the hexapod test rig of the TUHH. The Hexapod test rig is a 6D movement
platform to execute static and dynamic tests. The control system of the test rig now enables multi axial static tests that
can be displacement and load controlled as well as in a hybrid mode that allows an independent choice of the control in
all 6 dof. For the buckling tests this control system enables different test procedures compared to 1D-buckling tests to
reduce lateral forces. The differences of displacement control and load control on the lateral loads in x- and y-direction
are investigated.
In Fig. 1 the experiment set up is shown. The bottom of the clamping is fixed with screws on a 6-dof-load cell is
placed. So that, existing lateral forces can be measured. The load introduction is realized by a centered 1-dof-load cell
which is connected to the cylinder through a ball and socket. Furthermore, the displacements are measured internally in
all direction. For crosschecking the displacement in axial direction is measured with an external optical sensor, either.
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Fig. 1: Mounted cylinder in the Hexapod test rig

Five tests are carried out. In Table 1 the overview of the control parameters of the test are shown. The tests are
executed as a hybrid and displacement controls. Because of the decrease of buckling load between the first and second
hybrid-controlled test this test is repeated twice.
Table 1: Control mode of the experiments

Test
1,2,3

x

Force
controlled
Displacement
controlled

4,5

Translation
y
Force
controlled
Displacement
controlled

z
Displacement
controlled
Displacement
controlled

Rotation
y
Angle
controlled
Angle
controlled

x

Angle
controlled
Angle
controlled

z
Angle
controlled
Angle
controlled

4. TEST RESULTS
For the test an already used cylinder from Schillo [4] is used. In [4] a buckling load of 55.4 kN was reached. This
test was carried out with a three-dimensional displacement-controlled method. Therefore, the actual tests are only
carried out to investigate qualitatively the influence of the control system on the lateral forces.
In Fig. 2 the test results are shown. In radial direction the displacements and moments are added vectoral to one
value. The first three experiments are carried out with a hybrid control. The lateral forces are up to the buckling almost
zero. Indeed, the radial displacements increase with the axial displacement. From first to the second experiment the
buckling load decreases from 56.62 kN to 43.93 kN. The buckling load from the second and third experiment reduces to
39.17 kN. The fourth and fifth are carried out with a displacement-control. There were very small radial displacements.
But the lateral force increases before the buckling up to 1,76 kN and 1,37 kN. The buckling load is with 41,52 kN and
42,11 kN in the same range as the second and third hybrid-controlled tests. A real comparison of the these test under
different conditions is not meaningful because the cylinder was already damaged from previous experiments from
Schillo where delamination during the buckling occurred [4]. However, buckling loads in the same order are achieved.
1. hybrid control
2. hybrid control
3. hybrid control
4. displacement control
5. displacement control
2
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The occurrence of the radial displacement in the hybrid-controlled tests can be interpreted as a centering of the
cylinder. Due geometric imperfection the cylinders might not be able to center perfectly in the clamping. Furthermore,
as a result of a fixturing the cylinders clamping with screws in the test rig the fixture is not completely centered in the
test rig. However, theses radial displacements can also be a correction of other imperfections which effect the buckling
load and have to take into account. This has to be further investigated.
5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The requirements for experimental validation and numerical prediction of buckling loads are presented. One
developed measure against lateral forces was applied with the hybrid control of the hexapod test rig. With a hybrid
control the lateral force can be reduced. But one drawback is the increase of the radial displacement. This radial
displacement can be interpreted as centering of the cylinder. Further investigations have to discuss this effect and which
test method - the displacement control or the hybrid control - is closer to the real application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The current demand for strong yet stiff and lightweight structural components in transportations and civil structures
has been rapidly increasing primarily due to the common objective of energy saving for environmental and economic
aspects. Moreover, bioengineering and biomechanical applications demand production of tailor specific components
with optimal specific stiffness and strength similar to natural materials and living tissues. To this end, fiber reinforced
polymers (FRPs) offer several advantages in the design of modern structures. Nevertheless, the low hardness of FRPs
restricts their use in machine elements and structural components with inevitable demanding contacts such as bearings,
joints, gears etc. In the quest of optimal design, complicated parts consisting of hybrid material pieces are recently
designed and used in high end applications such as aerospace, automotive, sports, etc. Commonly mechanical locking
of combined multi-material parts is favored, avoiding bonded interfaces wherever possible. The reason for the latter is
the difficulty in robust characterization of adhesively bonded interfaces and the number of parameters that affect the
durability of the resulted joint such as material nature, mechanical and chemical surface treatment, surface purification
and curing conditions [1] etc. The amount of mentioned parameters provides a wide range of tensile and shear strengths
from a couple to hundred MPa, while fracture toughness can vary from ten to a couple of thousand J/m2 depending also
on fracture mode and mode mixity [1, 2]. While the shearing and tearing critical fracture resistance is reported always
higher than the corresponding mode I toughness, the equivalent shear strength can be higher, lower or of the same range
with the analogous tensile strength.
FRPs can be jointed with metallic, ceramic or polymeric pieces to form hybrid material parts. The FRPs pre-cured
before the joint is created necessitating mechanical (bolting or riveting) or adhesively bonded joint or they can be cocured with the counterpart, as it is done for example in the production of sandwich beams or GLARE™. The co-curing
process has the advantage of the single fabrication step; however it requires thorough preparation and includes potential
effect of residual stresses as well as lower modularity. Nevertheless proper design can lead to elimination of stress
concentrators which coupled with geometry optimization result in higher weight gain.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of a hybrid FRP-aluminum structural component of a
robotic exoskeleton. The investigation of the concept involves durability analysis of the global structure and its
correlation with the local stress state of the created polymer-aluminum interface. Parameters such as functionality,
material, processing and geometry are taken into consideration. The durability of the resulting interface is evaluated by
means of interface strength and multi-mode fracture toughness. To conduct the feasibility analysis, strength and fracture
testing are conducted and combined with pertinent systematic FE simulations involving cohesive contact modeling.
Preliminary results show that the effect of residual stresses due to the co-curing process governs the durability of the
created joint. To reduce their effect, the local compliance of the multi-material components is altered along with
modification of the aluminum parts’ local geometry.
2. CONCEPT DEFINITION AND METHODS
Component Characteristics and Definition of Constrains
The analysis reported herein refers to an element designed to replace an existing hip bracing component of the
VariLeg lower limb exoskeleton (see Fig. 1(a)), developed by pd|z and RELab, ETHZ [3]. This hip component has to
support the weight of the patient, house the gait actuation motor and connect the two leg supports with each other. Thus,
it is the core of the exoskeleton subjected to combined bending and torque moments while connecting the moving parts
with the human hip and pelvis. The substitute component results from a pioneer design of aluminum-carbon fiber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) co-cured part, developed in collaboration with pd|z and CMASLab. The manufacturing
concept comprises manual stacking of prepreg CFRP layers in a quasi-iso layup, on a disposable molding polymer core
created by additive manufacturing and the aluminum component/housing of the actuation motor (see Fig. 1(b)). The
created piece is cured using standard autoclave procedures at maximum curing temperature of 80°C and the major part
of the inner polymer core is discarded after cycle’s end. This process allows for a lightweight and at the same time
patient specific part to be created, improving the adaptation time and experience of the patient.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Exoskeleton concept & extreme load case; Adapted from www.relab.ethz.ch and www.varileg.ch.
(b) Hip component advanced design; initial input.

Numerical Scheme

In order to evaluate the stresses developed in the bonded Aluminum-CFRP region, a numerical model is built in
Abaqus Standard v6.12 [4], with the aluminum part discretized using 3D linear tetrahedral elements (Abaqus C3D4)
and the CFRP structure with linear quadrilateral, shell elements with reduced integration (Abaqus S4R) and assuming
2mm thickness. The two parts are connected using contact pairs with cohesive interaction properties in the bonded
surfaces. The traction separation relation’s linear stiffness coefficients are set to default penalty values (10× the stiffness
of the involving elements). In these preliminary design optimization stages, no damage parameters are implemented,
since the durability of the interface is evaluated with a strength criterion. Typical linear elastic isotropic material
properties are considered for the aluminum domain, while quasi-iso ([0/90, ±45]xs) laminate orthotropic properties are
considered for the composite shell region, based on the chosen CFRP material (woven cross-ply, cured-ply thickness
~0.19mm, SIGRA TEX PREPREG CE 8201-200-45S). The symmetric case is only considered for this model while an
effective extreme moment (Meff) and normal force (Peff) (Fig. 1(b)) are applied in the center of hip actuation motor’s
position. These extreme loads are developed during the stair-climbing and were measured in-situ by the Laboratory for
Mechanical Systems Engineering, EMPA and correspond to 245 Nm and 300 N respectively. Moreover, a temperature
difference of -60°C is implemented to simulate the thermal shrinkage of the co-cured part, using the corresponding
thermal expansion coefficients for each used material. The described model is solved in consequent iterations by
optimizing the local geometry and the interphase material, by considering an auxiliary adhesive layer, minimizing the
resulted normal and in-plane shear tractions on the bonded surfaces.
Experimental Scheme

As it has been already mentioned the strength and toughness of polymer-metallic interfaces vary significantly and
depend on various details. For this study the aluminum surfaces are treated with sandblasting, grit removal with
abundant water and degreasing with alcohol and finally pure acetone, as such processes are demonstrated to enhance
durability of such bonds. As it will be discussed later, an adherent epoxy layer promotes the durability of the joint, thus
the critical interface to evaluate is of aluminum-epoxy. In order to measure the shear strength of the interface, double
shear lap (DSL) specimens are fabricated and tested following the ASTM standard [5], while butt joints are planned to
measure the equivalent normal strength. Double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens based are fabricated and tested
based on the ISO standard [6] to evaluate the mode I fracture toughness while mode II tests are already in process.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary numerical results show that the thermal stresses due to the cool-down step account for ~ 80% of the
interface tractions at the extreme load conditions, which for the initial design are comparable with the strength of an
ordinary epoxy, with some even higher peaks observed on the transition points, as depicted in Fig. 2. The reason for
those high tractions is the important thermal expansion coefficient mismatch, since the one of the CFRP (in-plane) is
one order of magnitude larger than that of aluminum (2.2e-6°K-1 vs. 2.4e-5°K-1). Thus, the designed geometry is
expected to fail right after the end of autoclave’s cool-down step, and for this reason further adjustments are proposed.
Design Optimization for Stress Relief and Experimental Results

As explained already the reason of the high interface tractions originates from the higher shrinkage of the aluminum
part combined with the high modulus of the CFRP which “resists on” the adaptation of the shell structure. To reduce the
later effect an additional more compliant layer of 0.45mm pure epoxy is considered in the FE model which results in a
reduction of the maximum shear tractions at ~1/5 and ~ 1/3 on the normal ones. The epoxy is modeled to correspond to
the Gurit SA-80 [7] toughened with glass fibers (9% in mass), prepreg epoxy adhesive film, the use of which preserves
all the characteristics of the co-curing fabrication concept. Nevertheless, the expected interface tractions after the curing
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process and under the extreme loading conditions are still high (>30 MPa), compared also with the DSL preliminary
results of the designed interface, shown in Fig. 3(a). As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) the ultimate shear strength is ~33 MPa
while the expected yield point is ~22 MPa, with mixed cohesive-adhesive failure. The calculated mode I critical
toughness is ~70 J/m2 and the ultimate one ~270 J/m2.
To further reduce the stiffness gradient on the bonded regions hollow sections are tested with the FE scheme and
additional minor reduction of the developed surface tractions is evaluated. However, some extended areas of high
stresses are still present on the curved regions as seen in Fig 3(b) -left-. As depicted in this deformed state due to the
thermal cool-down step, the aluminum part that has greater tendency for shrinkage, hence it is blocked from the CFRP
shell, especially in the curved corners that its rigidity is higher. Further optimization of the traction profile is obtained
by elimination of the curved regions that leads to relaxation of the local locking and the aluminum part can follow the
shape imposed by the CFRP shell (see Fig 3(b) -right-). Interestingly, no local weakening of overall hybrid geometry is
observed since the part is highly reinforced on the bonding regions that comprises hybrid aluminum - CFRP domains.

Fig. 2: FE results of cohesive contact stress profile: (i) Normal; negative is in tension, (ii) Shear Vertical (iii) Shear Horizontal.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: (a) DSL Stress-separation and fractography in insert. (b) FE results of cohesive contact normal stress profile due to
thermal shrinkage (deformations×100).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Corrugated laminates have been discussed as candidate materials for morphing wing applications lately since they
show highly anisotropic stiffness properties [1]. They can reach high bending stiffness values about the direction of
corrugation, whereas the extensional compliance in the same direction is rather low. This has given rise to the
publication of various models for the calculation of their homogenized structural properties in research in the last years
(e.g. [2]).
An interesting remaining question is the behavior of corrugated laminates under transverse shear loading. As in
sandwich structures, a lot of material may be located away from the bending-neutral-axis. This leads to excellent
bending stiffness properties; however, transverse shear compliance is expected to have a considerable influence on the
total deflection of the laminate under transverse load [4]. We have therefore developed an efficient finite element
model, which is able to calculate the behavior of corrugated laminates under transverse shear loading [5]. The
computational cost is very low, since the model requires a planar mesh only. The underlying theory is generally valid
and can be applied for the calculation of shear effects in cross-sections of any shape.
2. MODELING APPROACH
The following considerations are based on the model presented in [5]. If a composite plate or beam is loaded with a
transverse shearing force, the resulting bending moment will vary linearly in out-of-plane direction, which is equivalent
to a linearly varying curvature. We select a coordinate convention where the cross-section lies within the y-z-plane,
therefore x refers to the out-of-plane direction.

Eq. 1 describes the linear variation of the curvature, with
being a parameter and the total length of the
laminate. The aforementioned concepts can be further elaborated in order to obtain the general form of the displacement
field – here presented in matrix notation:
, ,

,

,

The contribution
in Eq. 2 is known a priori and can be understood as load information term. It contains
deformation modes pertinent to the given load case and is thus dependent on the parameter
. The unknown
contribution
describes cross-sectional warping caused by the shearing force. Since the latter is constant in every
cross-section, the respective displacement field component does not depend on the out-of-plane coordinate x.
The finite element formulation of Eq. 2 can be derived using the principle of virtual displacements:
Ω
The linear operator in Eq. 3 is used to calculate the strains from the displacements whereas is the stiffness
matrix used in Hooke’s law. Eq. 3 still represents a strong form; in order to obtain the weak variational form with
respect to
integration by parts needs to be applied.
Since
does only depend on the spatial coordinates and the linear operator is applied to the load information term
twice, the resulting system of equations for the finite element formulation does not depend on the out-of-plane variable
x any more. Therefore, a planar mesh only is needed in the finite element routine with the planar elements possessing
three displacement-degrees-of-freedom. Hence, the given three-dimensional problem has been reduced to a quasi-twodimensional problem.
3. RESULTS
For illustrating the behavior of corrugated laminates subjected to transverse shear loading, some peculiar shear stress
distributions are shown. They were derived for the case of a [0°] carbon composite corrugated laminate with four layers
and a half amplitude of
5. We use a unit-cell approach in our model; accordingly, the behavior of an extended
corrugated laminate is modeled by implementing periodicity boundary conditions at either end of the unit cell. The
latter has a width of
in the selected example.
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For reasoons of simplifiication, we wiill use the locaal xst- instead
d of the globall xyz-coordinaate-system. The s-directionn
is oriented aalong the mid-plane of the laminate, whhereas the t-direction is perpendicular too it and pointts in through-thickness-dirrection. Thereefore, for the limiting
l
case of a plate, thee two coordin
nate systems aare identical. Note
N
also thatt
the followingg plots do noot show the ellement-wise sstress values but
b show – more
m
accuratelly – the distribution at thee
optimal stresss points of evvery element. Positive stres s values are shown in yello
ow-red, negatiive values in cyan-blue
c
andd
vanishing strresses in whitee.

Fig. 1:
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(right) sh
hear stress distrributions.

The stress distribution in Fig. 1 on the
t left correspponds to the
shear stresss. The edges of the laminatte are tractionn
ural boundary conditions. The
T blue shearr
free, thus higghlighting thee fact that the model is ablee to correctly map the natu
stress peaks hhave shown to be characterristic for corruugated laminaates. Their intensity is muchh higher than the
stresss
values in the rest of the lam
minate.
The
sshear stress distribution can
n be found in F
Fig. 1 on the right.
r
The maximum and m
minimum stresss values havee
the same abssolute values and
a are about one order of m
magnitude hig
gher than the extremae
e
of thhe
shear strress.
r
have bbeen verified using
u
a conventional finite element softw
ware resultingg
The previously shown shear stress results
model. Having
g obtained meeaningful sheaar stress distrributions, it iss
in the identiccal characteriistics as in thee presented m
possible to caalculate transvverse shear stiiffness values for corrugateed laminates [5
5].
The aforeementioned thheory is generaally valid andd can be applieed to all types of planar crooss-sections. Representing
R
a
classical exam
mple, Fig. 2 shows
s
the charracteristic sheear stress distributions in an
n I-shaped alum
minum beam subjected to a
transverse foorce in z-directtion:

Fig. 2:: |

| (left) an
nd |

| (right) shear stress disstributions.

Also in thhis example thhe boundary conditions
c
aree respected, fu
urthermore thee shear stress distribution coincides
c
welll
with analyticcal considerattions (linear distribution iin flanges, qu
uadratic distriibution in weeb and maxim
mum value att
neutral axis)..
4. CONCLU
USIONS
A finite eelement formuulation for thee calculation oof corrugated laminates tran
nsverse shear behavior has been derivedd
and program
mmed. The moodel is able to correctly preddict the resultting shear streess distributionns in corrugatted laminates,,
independent of dimensions or lay-up. Verification
V
us ing a volumettric model in a conventionaal FEM softwaare has shownn
ults.
a very good aagreement bettween the resu
The mainn benefit of thhe new program
m is that it is able to calcullate transversee shear effectss using a planar mesh only;;
therefore, thee model is verry efficient. Hence it well suuited for being
g used for dessign purposes..
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1. INTRODUCTION
In lightweight design, the multi-material design is often referred to as hybrid design. The best properties of different
materials are combined here. The individual elements each offer a solution, but in addition can achieve optimization in
a combined state. Consequently, the design of highly loaded and complex structures is allowed, while at the same time
significant weight savings can be achieved. In detail, for each position of the component, the material is used which
possesses all the material properties required at this location. Furthermore, the availability and operational capability of
the materials as well as their costs become decisive factors. Critical areas are reinforced with high-priced but also more
efficient materials. Cheaper materials are used for less important intermediate areas. Of course, the material must meet
the requirements of all points of consideration. The respective strengths of the materials can be combined with each
other. This allows new materials to be combined with conventional materials. By using a material mix, it is possible to
exploit the entire lightweight design potential.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND AIMS
As KLEIN, WITZGALL and WARTZACK have shown by using the example of a bike frame, the composite suitability
of framework structures is only given for uniaxial loaded sections. Figure 1 displays the low composite suitability of the
connector regions of a bike frame. Due to deflections within the flux of force, the stress state within these areas is (at
least) biaxial, which is very unfavorable for composite materials. [1] The observations described for the bicycle frame
can be generalized for all sorts of trusses.

Fig. 1: Suitability of composite material.

For this reason, the aim of this contribution is to show how to simply use the right material in the right place, thus
allowing to optimally exploiting their beneficial lightweight properties. To do so, anisotropic composite tubes will be
used in sections of uniaxial stresses and isotropic connectors will be utilized to join them.
One further aspect which has to be taken into account are the high development costs of composite products.
Modern composite design and manufacturing methods are poorly standardized and their implementation usually causes
high costs in design and production. Therefore, a method for the dimensioning and optimization of multi-material
lightweight design systems in modular rapid design is to be introduced. This allows the cost-effective development of
lightweight support structures based on standardized composite profiles. Using the example of a motorcycle frame, the
method will be evaluated and discussed.
2.1 TRUSS TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION
Methods for topology optimization can be diversified by definition of design space: continuous structures on the one
hand, and discrete structures on the other [2]. The continuous design space, however, is not suitable for the generation
of a hybrid structure based on predefined standard profiles and nodes, since the result must be redesigned into a discrete
skeleton structure. In general, the optimization of a topology space made up of discrete structures is done via discrete
and connected zones. Within these, predefined structure elements can either be selected, inserted or removed by the
optimizer. When optimizing a discrete truss structure, the zones of the design space are defined by beams. For this
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purpose, e. g. in the process of redundant truss topology optimization (TTRR = TRUSS-TOPOLOGY-ROBUSTREDUNDANT), according to MOHR [3], the points distributed in space are connected by as many beams and as many
different variations as possible. Subsequently, the beams that are relevant to the optimum are selected from this basic
structure based on the evaluation criteria - typically stiffness and volume. The output of the results then takes place via
the information on the cross-section, the start and end point of the selected beams. This means that all required
information is available for creating the product’s embodiment design in the CAD system.
2.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE OPTIMISED DESIGN PROPOSAL
Although all data are generally available for the geometry generation in CAD, the calculated cross-section values of
the truss topology optimization represent continuous nominal values. But there is not always a suitable semi-finished
product. For a successful reconstruction in CAD, it is not only necessary to transfer the result data from the TTRR
process, but also to perform an interpretation of the result.
For this purpose, the nodes are extracted from the result file and are imported directly into the CAD system by
means of an offset coordinate system. Based on this information, a skeletal model can be generated in CAD, on which,
in turn, the interpretation can take place. The resulting model initially contains no information about the cross-sectional
areas. The cross sections of the individual bars are read from a separate result file and then sorted by size. Since a semifinished product does not exist for every calculated nominal value, these values must first be interpreted with regard to
the permissible semi-finished products and cross-sections. According to discreetly defined limits for the semi-finished
products, the cross-sectional values of the result are divided into different classes. The semi-finished geometry is redimensioned by using these cross-sectional classes and then synthesized on the skeleton lines in CAD . Finally,
predefined parametric node models are adapted according to the generated semi-finished products and installed on the
nodes of the CAD model.
As a further advantage, the skeleton-based CAD model allows a direct derivation of a beam FE model that can be
used for a post evaluation of the design.
3. CASE STUDY: MOTORCYCLE FRAME
Figure 2 shows the procedure used in this study: first of all, the available design space as well as load cases have to
be defined. According to STOFFREGEN [4], the load that is decisive for the mechanical stress of the chassis components
are essentially the wheel contact forces and the resulting moments. The largest individual forces occur at the wheel
contact point on the front wheel during full braking (wheel contact force or braking force), as the force transmission is
based on the limiting case of braking, in which the rear wheel lifts off and the total weight is fully supported by the
front wheel.

Multi-material
structure
Definition of
design space

Optimisation
result

Interpretation
of opt. result
Welded aluminium
structure

Fig. 2: Design process of modular rapid design

4. COMPARISON: WELDED ALUMINUM FRAME VS. HYBRID FRAME
In this chapter, the two designs presented are compared with each other. The advantages and disadvantages of the
two versions are also highlighted. Table 1 quantitatively compares the two designs by means of stiffness and weight.
The two designs shown in this work have a relative weight difference of 21.2%, which is achieved by using carbon fiber
reinforced plastic and aluminum connectors. It was noted that the interface elements – i.e. the connection tubes for front
fork, rear swing arm and spring / damper element - are identical in both designs, so on this basis, no major weight
savings occur. However, since the two designs do not have exactly the same stiffness, it is necessary to introduce a
comparison value in order to demonstrate absolute comparability. The comparison value is defined as the ratio of the
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respective stiffness to the mass. It gives in the respective comparison a statement about what percentage the mixed
design improves compared to the welded design in terms of weight with respect to the stiffness properties.
Table 1: Comparison of welded frame and multi-material frame

Type

Welded aluminium frame

Difference

Multi-material frame

Overall mass

12.93 kg

-21.2%

10.19 kg

Longitudinal stiffness

59.95 N/(kg mm)

+24.0%

74.35 N/(kg mm)

Lateral stiffness

19.14 N/(kg mm)

+33.5%

25.56 N/(kg mm)

Torsion stiffness

59.04 Nm/(kg °)

+13.1%

66.76 Nm/(kg °)

When compared to the welded design, the method of multi-material lightweight design (which as a result produces
the frame design) can above all score with the weight saving element. With a relative weight saving of 21.2% compared
to the welded design, it significantly reduces the weight with almost constant stiffness properties. In this work, tubes
made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic were joined together by aluminum connectors, but the adhesive combination
hardly limits the material combination. Simple and fast assembly will further reduce production costs.
5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION
The multi-material lightweight design offers the great advantage of weight reduction by a very considerable amount
compared to the aluminum-welded design. The model developed here, still has to undergo experiments in real cases to
confirm the results. With the help of the newly developed connectors, it is possible not only to construct motorcycle
frames, but also to expand the technique into other fields of application. Possible applications include automotive
design and aviation. Depending on the application, the design developed in this work can create a great deal of added
value compared to conventional designs such as welded design. With the multi-material design, a novel principle of the
connection of pipe designs has been created. As it turns out, it offers some advantages over conventional weldments.
Even in comparison with a lightweight design solution (which is already very good solution of the aluminum welding
frame), the first elaboration of such a mixed design was convincing. It can be assumed that the shown stiffness values of
the frame increase even further by attachments such as the electric motor and the accumulator.
The next step in further developing the new construction method is the transfer of the principle of the connectors
and straight semi-finished products into an automated software tool. With the help of defined basic elements, which can
be selected similarly to a modular system, the construction of a frame structure can almost be automated. In the basic
function, the tool only has to have balls and tubes of various sizes as connector semi-finished products. By defining
algorithms, one can also optimize the material removal and weight optimization of the connectors. As an example, the
Advanced Framework extension (AFX), which is integrated in CREO, can be used.
In summary, this work serves as a basis for further research and development. On the one hand, we have shown that
a demonstrator can be set up, on which experiments can be carried out and the developed connectors can be validated.
On the other hand it is possible to create an automated design methodology as an extension for CAD programs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, bioinspired lightweight design has become increasingly important in technology. An important source
is the musculoskeletal system, in which lightweight construction is achieved by the interplay of different principles, with
the aim of minimizing bending stresses. In addition to a hierarchical bone structure that increases bone strength, the
lightweight construction of the musculoskeletal mainly results from the interplay of three principles: minimization of
bending loads through tension chording, functional adaptation through bone remodeling, and bending minimized
movement control by the sensorimotor system [1].
The biological control and optimization strategies, which describe the interaction of these principles, run
simultaneously in nature. Prevailing bionic solutions that use the lightweight design principles neglect the coordinated
interplay of these principles. Moreover, transfer is limited to isolated principles, e.g. in the context of structure
optimization as simultaneous implementation of bone remodeling processes [2, 3, 4, 5] or the use of tension chords and
passive elements to minimize bending [6, 7, 8, 9]. Therefore, further potential for lightweight design can be expected.
Human extremities have kinematic similarities with technical systems that can be understood as open kinematic
chains, e.g. articulated arm robots. Using this similarity, the lightweight design potential is investigated by introducing a
new bioinspired lightweight design approach in this article. The development process lead to a simulation model. This
model resulted from abstracting the aforementioned lightweight principles. To consider the interaction of the principles,
the simulation model is implemented by coupling multibody simulation and topology optimization in an iterative process.
2. TRANSFER OF THE LIGHTWEIGHT PRINCIPLES OF THE MUSCOLUSKELETAL SYSTEM INTO THE
TECHNICAL DESIGN PROCESS IN A BIOINSPIRED APPROACH
In order to apply the lightweight principles of bending minimization in their entirety to technical systems with similar
kinematics to the extremities of the musculoskeletal system, the principle of motion generation must be adapted to that of
the musculoskeletal system. Figure 1 shows the possible principles of motion generation for an open kinematic chain that
consists of n elements with n joints. In the classical system, an articulated motor with the torque Mi is sufficient for the
movement of individual element i. In the musculoskeletal system, the movement of an element is achieved over a variety
of muscle forces. To generate movement, there are more forces than necessary, i.e. the system’s kinematics is
overdetermined. This is known as the redundancy problem of motion generation [1, 10]. According to this, a functional
integration takes place, as the muscles allow not only movement but also a minimization of the bending load caused by
tension chording. In order to use this for the technology, the operating principle (or the drive) of the technical system
must be exchanged as shown in the lower part of figure 1 in the bioinspired system. The movement of an element i is
generated by j tensile forces Fij. In the field of biomechanics, mathematical optimization methods are used to determine
possible movement forces (in this case muscle forces) [11]. In order to take the principle of bending minimization by
means of tension chording into account in the design of technical systems, bending minimization will be included as a
further criterion for the bioinspired system as part of the multibody simulation when determining the movement forces.
classical system

M2

M1

M(n-1)

Mn

bioinspired system
FZ(n-2),1
FZ2,1

FZ(n-1),1

FZ1,1

FZ2,2

FZ1,3
FZ1,2

FZn,1
FZ(n-2),2
FZ(n-1),2

FZn,2

Fig. 1: Operating principle of motion generation: classical system (top); bioinspired system (bottom)
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By exchanging the principle of generating motion it is possible to transfer the interplay of the three bending
minimizing lightweight principles of the musculoskeletal system mentioned above. The minimization of bending loads
through tension chording is realized by the integration of the bending moment minimization in the multibody simulation.
The functional adaptation through bone remodeling is implemented by a topology optimization using finite element
calculations. The bending minimized movement control by the sensorimotor system is realized by technical path planning.
This path planning determines a path in which the bending moments resulting from inertia forces are minimized. The
interaction of the three technical transformations of the lightweight principles is not being transferred in accordance to
the biological model. Because the control and optimization processes taking place in biology run simultaneously, an exact
quantification of the interaction cannot simply take place. For the transfer into the technical design process, a sequential
procedure is therefore being used here to map the process in an iterative procedure. This is implemented in a new
bioinspired approach for the design of open kinematic chains, shown in figure 2.
The coupling of determining a bending minimizing path via path planning with redundant movement forces is
implemented by means of a multi-criteria optimization problem within the framework of multibody simulation.
Subsequently, the topology optimization is carried out. In a classical approach, topology optimization is followed by
geometry preparation and validation. Contrasting that, the new approach adds a back iteration from topology optimization
to multibody simulation. A back iteration is necessary, because both the path planning and the force determination depend
directly on the mass and the inertial forces. Both of which change due to the topology optimization. Consequently, the
calculation loop must run until the mass no longer changes in order to get an optimal result.

Topology optimization
Multibody simulation and topology optimization coupled

Figure 2: Extension of the classical to a bioinspired approach: The classical approach is supplemented by an iterative
procedure by coupling topology optimization and multibody simulation (represented by the dashed arrows)

3. APPLICATION ON ARTICULATED ARM ROBOTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The new bioinspired approach is applied to an articulated arm robot with two arm segments shown in the left part of
figure 4. The aim of the application is to investigate the potential of lightweight construction and to determine advantages
and disadvantages that arise by comparing the mass and strain energy of two robots. One robot is bioinspired with several
tension chords, the other is a classically developed variant with a joint motor in each joint. Variants are compared in
which each arm segment is designed with single, double or fourfold tension chord. The arrangement of the tension chords
has been determined according to an algorithm that sets the attachment points in such a way that the integral of the bending
moment along the arm segment becomes minimal. Additionally, one tension chord always engages at the end of the
segment. The diagrams in figure 3 shows the bending moment curve and the mass and strain energy for the second arm
segment in relative units, at a time step with a constant angular velocity.
The comparison shows that the simple system can reduce the maximum bending moment by about 70%. However,
due to the inertia forces, further bending remains in the dynamic center of mass. Due to the lack of redundancies, the
tension chord cannot influence the bending moment curve any further, but can only minimize the joint torque. A suitable
interaction can be found under double tension strapping, which can reduce the maximum bending moment to less than
10% of that of the classical system. A fourfold tension strap can further minimize this moment, but not as much. The
diagram shows that the mass of the systems decreases continuously with the number of tension chords. Under simple
tension chording the mass is less than 50%, under double tension chording the mass is already less than 20% than the
mass of the classical system. The strain energy of the systems under tension chording is below that of the classical system
only with double and fourfold tension chording. The reason for this is that the stiffness decreases due to the lighter design.
However, a high maximum bending moment remains in the system under simple tension chording, which leads to high
deformation. This can only be minimized by means of redundant forces with several tension chords. The diagram does
not show that the normal load increases in contrast to the reduction of the bending load. However, despite the increased
normal load, this results in a lower mass and overall deformation.
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Figure 3: Bending moments along the beam axis of the second arm segment (left); comparison of the mass and strain
energies (right)

The middle and right parts of figure 4 show the synthesized structures for the classical system and the system under
double tension chording after multibody simulation and topology optimization. The results show that the mass can be
reduced by more than 40% for both arm segments due to the bioinspired approach and that compression structures are
formed due to the lack of bending stress.
Using an articulated arm robot as an example, the lightweight construction potential for technical systems was
demonstrated by transferring the interplay of the lightweight construction principles of the musculoskeletal system. The
combination of topology optimization and bend-minimized determination of movement force by means of tension
chording can lead to a system with reduced mass by using an iterative method. This is countered by the disadvantages
resulting from the exchange of the operating principles of the drive. Due to the increased elasticity of the form-fit driving
tension chords, an expansion slip occurs when the force is applied, which the joint motors in the classical system do not
exhibit. This results in a fundamentally different and more complex dynamic control and response behavior. The
externally guided tension chords also change the safety requirements of the system, since the drive is no longer completely
locked to the outside. Furthermore, the tension chords of the bioinspired system are only designed for a defined pick &
place task. In the case of deviating load cases, it is not guaranteed that the construction is sufficiently protected against
excessive bending stress. The transfer of the lightweight construction principles of the musculoskeletal system to an
articulated arm robot represents a fundamental investigation of the lightweight construction potential. Further work is
necessary to investigate the dynamic behavior and the adaptation to different load cases. There is also a need for research
to open up further technical fields of application. The description of the human locomotor system as open kinematic
chains permits further analogies to technical systems outside robotics.

Figure 4: Geometry of the articulated robot (left); results of the classical (middle) and bioinspired approach (right)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern lightweight products for the automotive industry are usually the result of a multi-disciplinary team,
organized in different departments, often with the involvement of several suppliers. To structure such a development
process, to define the most efficient design tools and to enable a comprehensible view onto the process is a challenging
but necessary objective within lightweight design.
The corporate structure of most original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) - in function based departments and
interdisciplinary project teams - allows the development of complex systems like an automobile with the support of
many area-specific experts, but also hinders a holistic system approach. That, however, is necessary to achieve the full
lightweight potential of a system. System borders for example between Interior, Exterior, Hardware or Closures are
“natural” interfaces that divide the complex system of an automobile and make it manageable via defined hard-points
during the design process. The integration of functions and parts, however, is hindered by this strategy. One major pillar
of lightweight design is the material lightweight design. Often, superior metals or composites are used to reduce the
weight of a vehicle. Especially when designing with carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP), a cost-efficient design
becomes even more relevant due to the high material costs [1]. The permanent requirement to reduce costs leads to the
platform-strategy of most OEMs [2]. Carry-over parts, used in several car models, on the one hand support the
economies of scale but on the other hand limit the freedom of design for the designer. This once again complicates a
holistic system approach for lightweight design via integration of function and parts.
According to Deloitte [3], for most OEMs the current zone of interest with a high degree of uncertainty and a high
degree of impact are lightweight technologies and innovations. This leads to the question how a structured way of
designing systems can support the above mentioned goals under the given limitations and framework.
2. METHOD
Within this research, three main areas are defined based on a deductive observation that allows such a system view
with the goal of highly integrated CFRP parts. According to Ehrlenspiel 70 % of the products costs are already defined
during the design and development-phase [4]. Hence, the lightweight strategies that support these first steps during the
product development process (PDP) are focused. According to Maier, these strategies are material lightweight design,
shape lightweight design and conceptual/functional lightweight design [5]. Henning defines the three crucial areas for
lightweight design as material, geometry and function [6]. During the PDP, the doctrine to find a solution for a problem
is to define the working interrelationship between the physical effect, the geometric characteristics and material
characteristics [7]. Under the given framework, within the automotive industry and the deductive observation of the in
general relevant areas, the applicable design tools for function integration, structural lightweight design and costefficient material lightweight design are adapted to foster the development of highly integrated lightweight CFRP parts.
The necessary design tools are applied to a door system and evaluated regarding their weight-saving. The first
design tool is a fiber-feasible topology optimization, used to define the areas where CFRP with its anisotropic material
properties is most efficient. The biggest benefit of fiber reinforced polymers is, determined by its anisotropic structure,
obviously gained when the fibers lie directly in the load carrying direction. A deviation by only 15 ° reduces the relative
strength for tension and compression by more than 80 % [8]. Hence, the necessity to have extensive knowledge about
the load distribution in a part is huge. During the development of a car door, more than 30 load cases have to be
considered. This leads to a lot of multi-axial stresses within the system, where CFRP is relatively inefficient. Hence, all
branches and roots of a topology-optimized door have to be analyzed to find the areas where one load case can be
considered as the main load case. The necessary carry-over parts have to be considered within this optimization,
limiting the design freedom by a significant amount. The areas where CFRP is not the best solution are then evaluated,
using an objective materials selection process aligned to the Ashby approach. It is of great importance to consider the
OEMs specific requirements to define the pareto-optimal solution between weight-saving and additional costs for the
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this information is then included into a Morphological Matrix where different concept designs with different fixing
strategies and materials can be combined and evaluated. Under consideration of the preferences and OEM-specific
requirements, a decision is made on which conceptual design should be further embodied.
In this use case, the chosen design is a highly integrated CFRP part, incorporating Interior, Exterior and Closures
parts (see Figure 1, black part in lower picture). The opportunity to illuminate the pocket via optical fibers implemented
into the first ply of the composite and the opportunity to integrate the window switches and seat switches into the Asurface with smart textiles offer additional potential for function integration and hence weight-saving.
4. CONCLUSION
The emerged product development process enables the designer to create highly integrated lightweight CFRP
systems with a focus on innovative concepts. Therefore, three main areas within the PDP were identified by a deductive
observation and then adapted to deliver a lightweight design, focusing on the integration of CFRP parts into a multimaterial system. To deliver a cost-efficient design, only areas where either the load case made CFRP with its
anisotropic properties the best choice of material or where the unique look of CFRP contributed to the overall style of
the system were integrated. Additional functions for the costumer were also implemented and lead to some “delighters”
like illuminated surfaces and integrated switches, whereby the part also served as a technology carrier. An objective
selection process under consideration of the given framework and OEM-specific requirements lead to a highly
integrated concept design for a door system of a Bentley Continental GT.
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1. EXTENDED TARGET WEIGHING APPROACH (ETWA)
The “Extended Target Weighing Approach” (ETWA) [1] describes a holistic, cross-subsystem, function-based
lightweight design method – in the context of system lightweight design – to identify and evaluate lightweight design
potentials in the concept phase of product development. It systematically extends the existing “Target Weighing
Approach” (TWA) as introduced by Albers [2] and Wagner [3] in order to balance the crucial factors for lightweight
design: mass, CO2-emission and cost. Fig. 1 shows the workflow of the ETWA.

Fig. 1: Workflow of the Extended Target Weighing Approach

Ideally, the starting point for ETWA is a reference product whose mass has to be optimized. Afterwards a functional
analysis is conducted and the functions fulfilled by the reference product are determined. Perpendicular to that, the
effort of each subsystem meaning its mass, CO2-emissions and costs is gathered. Thereafter, the percentage
contribution of each subsystem to the fulfilment of the functions is quantified in the so called Function-Effort-Matrix
(see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Function-Effort-Matrix [4]

The identified functions are plotted on the horizontal axis, while each of the subsystems and its effort is listed on the
vertical axis. This results in the effort per function and is used to identify “heavy” functions with lightweight design
potential by means of evaluation methods such as function portfolio (see Fig. 3). In order to be able to take the strategic
orientation of a company into account, the ETWA allows the factors mass, CO2-emissions and costs to be weighted
with business specific weighting factors.
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Fig. 3: Function portfolio [3]

For each of these identified functions, new concept ideas are generated using different lightweight design strategies.
To evaluate the new concept ideas, a sensitivity analysis is performed by using the Function-Effort-Matrix in the
opposite direction. As a result, it is possible to determine the influence on the weight, CO2-emissions and costs directly
in the Function-Effort-Matrix.
In addition, new concept ideas are evaluated with regard to technological uncertainties due to a company-internal
lack of information when using new technologies. Therefore, the influencing factors Impact, Carryover Variation Share,
Reference Product – Technology and Reference Product – Application Scenario are examined and visualized in a spider
diagram.
The following paragraph describes the determination of each effort (mass, CO2-emissions and costs) of a
subsystem. Furthermore, the business specific weighting factors that allow strategic positioning when developing new
concept ideas are discussed.
2. WEIGHTING OF FACTORS MASS, CO2-EMISSIONS AND COSTS
In order to generate the Function-Effort-Matrix, the effort of each subsystem must be identified. To determine the
mass, either each subsystem can be weighed or its CAD data can be used. Since new concept ideas are initially designed
on the computer, their mass cannot be assessed by weighing. For this reason and to ensure comparability of the new
concept ideas with the reference product, the mass is determined using CAD data. Therefore, the volume is specified
and multiplied by its density. This results in the mass in kilograms for each subsystem.
The CO2-emissions are determined with the aid of a life cycle assessment (LCA). The LCA is an iterative analysis
method for the assessment and modelling of the environmental impacts of products and materials over their entire life
cycle (“cradle to grave”). Therefore, the LCA takes the production, the use phase and the recycling/disposal into
account. The workflow of the LCA consists of the following four steps: Goal and Scope, Inventory, Impact assessment
and Interpretation. First, the system boundary including the functional unit, the goal and the purpose of the LCA are
defined. The functional unit describes the reference value to which the results of the impact assessment are related.
ETWA uses the CO2-emission in kgCO2-eq for this purpose. Afterwards, all input and output flows must be recorded
within the defined system boundary. This results in the complete mass and energy balances describing discharges from
the environment as well as emissions and waste into the environment. Then, possible environmental impacts are
quantified on the basis of the inventory. The impact-oriented CML2001 method is used for this purpose. This method
summarizes the potential environmental impacts of certain substances in so called impact categories (e.g. human
toxicity, acidification, resource consumption or GWP). Since ETWA examines the impact on global warming, only the
impact category GWP is required. The result of the impact assessment is a value in kgCO2-eq that includes all emissions
that contribute to global warming. Finally, the results are interpreted. To do so, in addition to drawing conclusions, the
following questions need to be clarified: Which life cycle phase has the greatest impact on the GWP? Which flows are
the most important? [5]
The costs of each subsystem are calculated based on the guidelines of the purchased subsystems according to the
greenfield approach taking the current economics and commercials into account. This so called bottom-up calculation is
based on the design of an existing product but with an independent vertical integration. In order to avoid competitive
conflicts, this confidential data is standardized in percentages. In comparison to the LCA, the greenfield approach only
considers the production phase, as this has the greatest influence on costs.
After the effort of each subsystem has been determined, the question is, how to evaluate the generated data. At this
point it is remarked that the mass is included both in the calculation of costs and in the calculation of CO2-emissions.
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However, the description of the underlying calculation models for costs and the LCA in the paragraph above has shown
that the mass only partly contributes to the other factors. Both in the costs and in the CO2-emissions, many other mass
independent influencing variables are considered, which is why the authors assume three independent factors, that can
be weighted among themselves. In order to allow business specific trade-offs as well as strategic positioning a
weighting of factors is introduced in the ETWA before ranking the functions with the highest effort. Different
approaches are conceivable for this. However, in order to ensure intuitive applicability, a linear approach was chosen, as
for example proposed by Ashby [6] in his material selection in order to minimize mass while taking costs and CO2emissions into account.
Equation 1 shows the chosen linear approach. The effort (mass, CO2-emissions and costs) of each subsystem are
represented by m, CO2 and €. The corresponding weighting factors are illustrated by wm, wCO2 and w€. Equation 2
applies to the summation of the weighting factors.

E = wm ⋅ m + wCO 2 ⋅ CO 2 + w€ ⋅ €

(1)

wm + wCO 2 + w€ = 1

(2)

3. CONCLUSION
In order to respect economic and ecological aspects in lightweight design, the lightweight design method “Extended
Target Weighing Approach” (ETWA) has been developed. It systematically takes the factors mass, CO2-emissions and
costs into account. When having a closer look at the calculation of these factors, it has been shown that they can be
considered as independent for the method. This allows a business specific weighting of factors so that methodological
supported, individual designs can be created. Choosing a linear approach helps using the weighting intuitively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper a contribution to airfoil design for a morphing wing sailplane with particular focus on robustness by a
top-down approach is presented. Basic idea of the morphing wing concept is to change the contour of the wings leading
edge regarding thickness distribution and camber. The concept is depicted in Fig. 1, showing the undeformed airfoil in
high speed and the morphed airfoil in low speed configuration. The concept also includes a conventional camber changing
flap. Sailplanes operate in a wide range of speeds and associated lift coefficients that change due to angle of attack. During
climb in thermal upwinds, low speeds and high lift coefficients are necessary. By contrast, during cruise, high speeds and
low lift coefficients are desired. The aerodynamic designers objective is to create a sailplane that reaches the highest
possible average speed in given meteorological conditions by reducing drag both in high lift and low lift range. Airfoils
are designed to obtain the best compromise between low speed and high speed performance. By introducing a morphing
leading edge of the front 40% portion of the airfoil, this compromise can be alleviated. Weinzierl [1] showed that the
maximum lift coefficient of a laminar airfoil with camber changing flap can be increased by 20% with a morphing droopnose, which can be used to decrease wing area and increase wing loading by the same percentage. This leads to reduced
induced drag and wetted surface, thus reducing overall drag and increasing performance.
Camber changing flap
Compliant mechanism

Mylar tape sealed
Primary wing structure
Fig. 1: Airfoil in undeformed and morphed state with primary structure, compliant mechanism and camber changing flap

Unfortunately, the performance of modern laminar airfoils is very sensitive to small contour deviations. This is
especially the case when considering a morphing airfoil in high lift configuration. Little perturbations of the airfoil shape
can be supercritical, causing unfavorable changes in the flow pattern, eventually leading to earlier laminar to turbulent
transition or flow separation associated with a significant loss of lift and/or increase of drag. The undeformed shape can
be manufactured very precisely by laminating in negative molds. In the current concept, the required deformation for
morphing the wing shape is intended to be accomplished by compliant mechanisms, which are distributed span-wise
approximately every half meter. It cannot be guaranteed that the desired shape can be precisely realized by the actuation
mechanism over the whole wing surface. Thus, an airfoil having a morphed target shape which is robust to small contour
deviations is highly favorable.
2. AIRFOIL OPTIMIZATION
The base airfoil in undeformed and deformed state for the further considerations is designed by numerical airfoil
optimization. The undeformed and morphed airfoil shape is parametrized utilizing the “shape function / class function”
methodology (CST) proposed by Kulfan and Bussoletti [2]. The contour line of the undeformed airfoil is expressed by
two separate curves for top and bottom side. Each side is parametrized independently. The top and bottom contour lines,
i.e. their z-coordinates as a function of its x-coordinates, are obtained by multiplication of a class function C(ψ) with a
shape function S(ψ):
�
�
� � = � � �
ℎ � :
�=
��
�=
(1)

The class function for the undeformed airfoil top and bottom coordinates is defined as:
(2)
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� = . ensures a round leading edge with infinite slope at � = . For the trailing edge angle to finite at � = , �
is set as � = . . Bernstein polynomials are used as weighted shape functions. The weighting factors
are the design
variables for the optimization problem.
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For morphing purposes, the upper and lower contour lines of the airfoil are decomposed into the mean line, also known
as camber line, and a thickness function. Then, morphing is performed by adding additional functions to both, the camber
line and the thickness distribution. Both functions are parametrized by the CST method. Compared to the undeformed
airfoil parametrization, different class functions are used. For morphing of the thickness distribution, the class function
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from Eq. 2 is used, but with different exponents � = � = . . The ψ coordinates are transformed to the area, where
morphing is applied (Eq.4). �� denominates the end of the morphing section. In this case, it was decided to morph the
front 40% portion of the airfoil. Therefore, �� = . . In order to ensure a precise leading edge shape, which is important
for a gentle stall behavior of the airfoil, the thickness of the leading edge part remains fixed. Consequently, the leading
edge is supposed to undergo a rigid body motion only and is to be designed sufficiently stiff. At position � is the
beginning of the section where the thickness distribution is changed. � is set equal to the leading edge radius.
� =

�−��

�� −��

��

� =

�

��

(4)

The camber line morphing begins right at the leading edge, thus the coordinate transformation according to right part
of Eq.4 is utilized. As class function, a parabola is utilized:
(5)
��ℎ: � = .
= � − �
An example of morphing an airfoil with the CST method is shown in Fig.2. The class functions are shown in the
topmost figures. The resulting shape function is shown as a blue line in the centered figures, which is a sum of the weighted
Bernstein polynomials (black lines). The resulting change in camber (left) or thickness (middle) is shown in the bottom
diagram. The recomposed undeformed (black) and morphed airfoil (blue) is shown in the right image. The right bottom
figure shows the decomposition of the undeformed airfoil into camber line (green) and thickness distribution (blue)

Fig. 2: Class and shape functions for (left) the camberline, (middle) the thickness distribution and (right) resulting airfoil shape

The optimization of the airfoil is performed using the so-called Subplex algorithm [3], which is a subspace line search
method using a gradient free Nelder-Mead-Simplex [4] algorithm for optimization of the subdomains. As objective
function
, the weighted sum of drag coefficients at serveral lift coefficients is used. Drag coefficients are determined
by the 2D panel method with a fully coupled viscous boundary layer calculation XFOIL [5]. The design variables for
optimization are the weights for the individual Bernstein polynomials . For thickness and camber distribution morphing,
three design variables are chosen each, … used for thickness morphing and … 5 used for camber morphing. The
resulting airfoil showed superior performance compared to conventional rigid airfoils with camber changing flap.

threshold value

Fig. 3: Parametric study of objective function value vs. design variable x

3. ROBUST AIRFOIL DESIGN
In order to perform a first robustness analysis, a parametric study is carried out by varying one morphing design
variable while holding the other five fixed at the optimum values. Fig. 3 shows the objective function value over the
design variable , which is the foremost design variable, determining the value of the lowering of the nose. It can be
seen, that small reduction in
leads to a tremendous increase in objective function value, meaning the optimization
result is not robust with respect to a small reduction of nose lowering. This can occur, i.e. if the actuation system is not
stiff enough to withstand the aerodynamic pressure forces. Lehar & Zimmermann [6], Zimmermann & von Hoessle [7]
and Zimmermann et al. [8] suggested a classification of designs into good and bad designs and construct so-called solution
spaces, i.e., regions of good designs. Bad designs either violate a design restriction or have a high objective function value
above a threshold. Threshold is chosen to be
= .
(see Fig. 3), which corresponds to a less than 5% performance
decrease compared to the found optimum. Fig. 4 shows an excerpt of the results of a Monte Carlo simulation by varying
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a combination of two design variables while holding the others fixed at the optimum values. The colors represent good
(green) and bad (red) design variables. The optimum found by the Subplex algorithm is depicted as a blue dot. It is evident
that the optimum is not robust w.r.t. a variation of the design variables in many subspaces, especially in the { , }
subspace (top left diagram in Fig. 4). It can also be seen, that there are large spaces, where the resulting geometry is robust

Fig. 4: Excerpt of the results of the Monte Carlo simulation

to parameter variation, at least in the 2D-subspaces. To find a robust design with a bandwidth of variation of geometry
design variable as large as possible, the above study is extended. Now for each plot, the design variables which are not
on the axes are not fixed at the value determined by the optimizer, but randomly varied within an interval [ ,� , , ],
visualized in the other diagrams as vertical and horizontal dashed lines. This represents a two-dimensional projection of
a slice of finite thickness through the design space. The designer’s task is to choose and update the bounding intervals of
all design variables in order to find an area of good designs that is as large as possible. This area represents a solution
space. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The most robust design lies in the center of each interval (black dot). Large intervals
were found for each design variable with performance close to the optimum result. Note that the optimum found by the
optimization algorithm (blue dot) lies outside the robust area for many sets of design variables. The new robust airfoil is
shown in Fig. 6, which has an increased nose droop compared to the optimum airfoil. It should be noted, that just changing
the design variable which determines the level of nose droop without adjusting the other design variables doesn’t lead
to a more robust design as can be seen in the third diagram of Fig.4.

Fig. 5: Excerpt of the results of the robust design analysis

4. CONCLUSIONS
Contours of sailplane airfoils can be designed with particular focus on robustness using a quantitative top-down
approach to construct solution spaces. Solution spaces are regions of good designs that are maximized. The optimum of
the design problem considered is not robust, because it is close to the region of bad designs. The most robust design, e.g.,
with respect to structural uncertainty was identified in the middle of the computed solution space.
Note that using a top-down approach, uncertainty due to variation of structural properties can be treated although no
structural information was provided. This enables a decoupled and less complex development process. As to the author’s
knowledge, the presented method is applied for the first time in aerospace engineering.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The reduction of vibrations or noise plays an important role for the design of many applications. Especially
lightweight structures are prone to strong vibrations disturbances. Particle damping was found to be an efficient way to
reduce vibrations of lightweight structures since not much weight has to be added. Particles of different shape, size or
material are used to fill cavities with a certain filling ratio. Dissipation of energy occurs due to particle-to-wall and
particle-to-particle collisions caused by any dynamic excitation. However, for particle damping it is difficult to define
an efficient modelling technique to predict the dynamic behavior of a mechanical structure. Either simplified equivalent
models or detailed simulation models but with higher computational time (e.g. using the Discrete Element Method) are
used [1]. In both cases extensive experimental testing is required, due to the non-linear behavior of particle damping,
depending on e.g. excitation amplitude, frequency or damper design [1,2]. But still a general validity of equivalent
models is not given. Secondly, because damping mechanisms can still not be determined from specimens of smaller
scales, for a valid design approach for vibration reduction it is necessary to carry out tests on the final product design,
which possibly are large and complex assemblies.
In this paper a new approach to efficiently predict the influence of particle damping on lightweight structures using
Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS) is presented. In this way, the consideration of particle dampers is possible
without modelling its complex dynamic behavior in detail. The frequency response of the particle system - as one
substructure - is determined experimentally. Finally, a hybrid frequency based assembly using test (particle cavity) and
simulation (lightweight structure) results is used to determine the dynamic behavior of the entire system. Finally, in the
paper a systematic approach to design particle damping using FBS is presented.
2. METHOD
The Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS) is a frequency domain method to solve linear vibration problems by
decomposing a structure into several smaller parts, the so-called substructures. FBS theory was already published in the
1960s-1980s [3]. The FBS assumes that a reduced number of DoF are sufficient to describe the dynamic behaviour of a
system. Each substructure can individually be characterized by its frequency response functions (FRF), that can be
determined via simulation or experimental testing. This so-called experimental substructuring is one of the major
advantages of this approach if experiments are carried out appropriately. Thus, real (non-linear, frequency dependant)
physical effects, that cannot be modelled in an appropriate manner, can be incorporated into a frequency based
assembled system response. However, only in 2006 De Klerk et al. [4] published a new systematic notation, called dual
assembly, that facilitates the handling for numerical calculation. Following the dual assembly according to [4], the
overall frequency response function matrix can be derived from the general equation of motion of subsystems Eq. 1 in
the time domain. The interface compatibility is defined in Eq. 2 with the boolean matrix B and the equilibrium of
connection forces in Eq. 3 with the Boolean localization matrix L [4].
(Local Equilibrium)
𝐌𝐌𝐮𝐮̈ + 𝐂𝐂𝐮𝐮̇ + 𝐊𝐊𝐊𝐊 = 𝐟𝐟 + 𝐠𝐠
(Interface compatibility)
𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁 = 𝟎𝟎
𝐋𝐋𝑇𝑇 𝐠𝐠 = 𝟎𝟎
(Equilibrium of connecting forces)
With the Structural Impedance Matrix
𝐙𝐙(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) ≜ −𝜔𝜔²𝐌𝐌 + 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝐂𝐂 + 𝐊𝐊

(1)
(2)
(3)

the transformation to the frequency domain is carried out to

(4)
= 𝐟𝐟(𝜔𝜔) + 𝐠𝐠(𝜔𝜔)
(5)
= 𝟎𝟎
𝐓𝐓
(6)
𝐋𝐋 𝐠𝐠(𝜔𝜔) = 𝟎𝟎.
𝑇𝑇
Introducing the Lagrange Mutliplier 𝛌𝛌 such that 𝐠𝐠 = −𝐁𝐁 𝛌𝛌, one gets the so-called dual assembly [see Source] in
matrix form as following.
𝑇𝑇 𝐮𝐮
(7)
� 𝐙𝐙 𝐁𝐁 � � � = � 𝐟𝐟 �
𝐁𝐁 𝟎𝟎 𝛌𝛌
𝟎𝟎
𝐙𝐙(w)𝐮𝐮(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗)
𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁(𝜔𝜔)
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The Lagrange Mutliplier λ respectively represents the internal connection forces. Solving the first equation for u
with 𝐙𝐙 −1 = 𝐘𝐘 yields
𝐮𝐮 = 𝐘𝐘(𝐟𝐟 − 𝐁𝐁 𝑇𝑇 𝛌𝛌)
(8)
Inserting Eq.8 in Eq. 7 one finds
𝐁𝐁(𝐘𝐘𝐘𝐘 − 𝐘𝐘𝐁𝐁 𝑇𝑇 𝛌𝛌)

(9)

= 𝟎𝟎

(𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁 𝑇𝑇 )−1

⇒ 𝛌𝛌 =
𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁
Which leads to the Overall Transfer Function Matrix 𝐘𝐘(𝜔𝜔)
− 𝐘𝐘𝐁𝐁 𝑇𝑇 (𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁 𝑇𝑇 )−1 𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁) 𝐟𝐟
𝐮𝐮 = (𝐘𝐘
���������������

(10)

𝐘𝐘(𝜔𝜔)

Using the FBS approach the particle damping is predicted for the described sandwich structure and shall also be
applied to lager structures, where trial an error testing is not possible. In this way, the consideration of particle dampers
is possible without modelling its complex dynamic behavior in detail. The frequency response of the particle system - as
one substructure - is determined experimentally. Finally, a hybrid frequency based assembly using test (particle cavity)
and simulation (lightweight structure) results is used to determine the dynamic behavior of the entire system. With this
first step, the design of particle dampers is already facilitated because a reduced number and smaller tests are needed to
determine a damper design. Furthermore, the application to different structures and especially the optimization, e.g.
application area, filling ratio etc. is possible dependent on the determined particle damper FRFs. Here the results of the
first optimization runs are presented. Based on the dual assembly (Eq. 10) the acceleration transmissibility can be
determined. Moreover, the FBS-approach is used to set up an optimization in order to minimize the maximum
transmissibility with respect to the position of the particle damper, the choice of the damper and the combination of
position and choice of the damper with a weight optimization to compensate the weight gain of the particle material.
3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
Vibration tests are carried out within a frequency range of 5 - 25 Hz. A sandwich panel design is chosen in order to
have the first resonance frequency within the frequency range. The investigated material is a typical aircraft interior
sandwich panel consisting of glass fibre fabric reinforced phenolic resin prepreg face sheets (PHG600-68-50) and a
Nomex honeycomb core (cell size 3.2 mm, density 48 kg/m³). The particle damper consists of a plastic cavity of
different sizes with equidistant Ø 4 mm holes, 26 mm deep. It is filled with sand to 50 % filling ratio with 0.1-0.4 µm
particle size.
The vibration testing is carried out as impedance sweep tests with constant acceleration on a hydraulic shaker. Two
kinds of tests are carried out as depicted in Fig. 1. On the one hand the clamped sandwich panel structure with and
without particle damper as well as the single particle damper are investigated.

Fig. 1: Experimental Set-Up for vibration testing of sandwich panel (a) and particle damper (b)
substructures; Substructure FRF of the Panel (c) and the particle damper (d) [2]

For the clamped panel, the acceleration is measured as input and output signal by triaxial ICP acceleration sensors.
The excitation is a constant acceleration of 0.35 g measured on the fixture at the bottom of the panel as input signal. The
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acceleration output is measured at the top of the panel. The excitation load is also measured at the fixture by a 5kN 6D
load cell. The results are evaluated in the frequency domain for the out of plane direction of the panel. A structural
damping of 1.44 % is calculated based on the measured acceleration transmissibility using the half power bandwidth
method for the simulation of the panel substructure.
The experimental determination of the FRF of the particle damper is also depicted in Fig. 1. The interface load is
measured by a 1D-100N load cell and the acceleration is measured with a lightweight (0.8 g) 50g-ICP acceleration
sensor. As acceleration a 1 g excitation was chosen to have sufficient movement of the particles. Increasing the
excitation level did not induce particularly higher particle loads. The substructure FRF of the panel and of the particle
damper are depicted in the following figure. For a more detailed analysis it is referred to [2].
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the FBS-optimization are depicted in Fig. 2 and Table 1. To compare it to experimental data three
different test results are presented, to show that simply increasing the number of layers does not shift the resonance
frequency out of range. Furthermore, the test result with empty particle cavity is shown to prove that there is only a
slight influence due to the pure weight increase. The optimization is carried out with the genetic solver in Matlab with
the objective to minimize weight and amplification. As constraints the composite layer thickness and a minimum
amplification are defined. The different optimization settings are described in Fig. 2 The results show a good agreement
with the for this simple example obvious optimum solution at the top of the panel with one layer, see test result for a
panel with PD and 1 prepreg layer in Fig. 2.
1
2
3
4
5

Panel
(FE-FRF)
Opt 1
Optimizing
PD Placement

6

Opt 2
Opt1 +
Choice
3 different
PDs

Opt 3
Opt2 + Layer
Thickness
separated into
6 zones

Fig. 2: Test and optimization results of particle damped honeycomb panel compared to reference structures
Table 1: Test and optimization results compared to reference structures with respect to weight

Frequency [Hz]
Transmissibility
Mass [g]

1 layer

2 layer

15,9
57,2
467

16,4
63,7
709

Test
1 Layer with
empty cavity
13,5
52.2
537

1 Layer plus
particle damping
12,9
27,5
561

FBS-Optimization
Opt 1

Opt 2

Opt 3

12,7
22,6
539

12,7
22,6
536

13,1
22,0
508

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A new way to predict particle damping is presented based on frequency based substructuring approach.
Furthermore, the approach is used to optimize the placement, the choice of a damper and the composite layer thickness
of a typical aircraft sandwich panel to reduce the weight gain. However, the modelling approach is based on linear
equations and therefore the precision of the approximation still has to be checked on different examples. In the next
steps different design parameters like filling ratio and area of application shall be studied. Finally, a design of
experiments, can be used to enhance the optimization approach in case of large non-linearities, where the coupled
systems serves as sampling point for a response surface in areas where the linear approach is not suitable anymore.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
The grow
wing interest of the auto
omotive and aeronautical industries fo
or electric veehicles has motivated
m
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developmentt of new struuctural comp
posite materiaals, showing energy storaage capabilitiies. These multifunctional
m
l
composite m
materials are exxpected to hav
ve a battery fuunction and to
o carry a mech
hanical load aat the same tim
me. Thus, thiss
kind of multiifunctional maaterial could lead to lighter vehicles and aircrafts.
Batteries consist of cells
c
in which
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he same way, structural battteries are solid-state batterries made of carbon
c
fibres-electrochemiical reactions (Fig 1.). In th
based electroodes separated by a solid battery electrrolyte (SBE). While ordin
nary carbon fi
fibre tows are used for thee
negative elecctrode, the carrbon fibres used for the possitive side hav
ve to be grafteed with lithium
m particles (L
LiFePo4 in thiss
study), in orrder to enablee electrochem
mical reactionns. LiFePo4 iss a very common lithium source and has
h first beenn
described byy Professor John
J
B. Good
denough’s re search group in the late 90’s. In thiss work, structural positivee
electrodes haave been preppared using an
a original meethod, a self-assembly process, and a ccoating contaiining LiFePo4
particles have been deposiited.

Fig1. Lithium ion battery.
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SSEMBLY PROCESS
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The self-assembly process described
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c
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t use of thiss
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The subsstrate used forr the self-asseembly processs is a 12K spread tow of IMS65
I
carbonn fibres. The self-assemblyy
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T
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containing thhe modified lithium
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modified particcles bond with the carbon fibres due to
o the positivee
charges brouught by the polyelectrolyte
p
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us solution off
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F). The CNF bond
b
and aggrregate around the lithium particles, due tto electrostaticc interactions,,
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a showing a uniform thicckness. However, at this pooint, the samp
ples cannot bee
considered ass electrodes.
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L
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3. POSITIVE ELECTRO
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work presents and discusses novel structural concepts for lightweight, shape-adaptable, sandwich panels
deploying smart material based variable internal connectivity. As illustrated in the requirement triangle introduced by
Campanile in [1], shape-adaptable, lightweight structures suffer from a recurrent problem: on one side, they have to
provide sufficient compliance in order to modify its shape; on the other side, they have to be stiff enough to carry
operational loads without undergoing excessive deformations. Besides these opposing specifications, the lightweight
requirements has also to be met.
In this work, we treat the case of a shape-adaptable, sandwich panel with a truss core and try to overcome the
problem of the conflicting requirements applying the concept of smart material based mechanical switch. The latter is
namely a mechanical connection between different structural elements based on smart materials that can be activated or
deactivated on demand. This concept enables us to modify the internal arrangement of a structure and to increase
temporarily its compliance in order to foster shape-adaptation. We expect that further developments of this concept can
lead to significant advances towards applications, such as aircraft and/or automotive panels, where the introduction of
adaptability and multi-functionality can increase efficiency and performance.
Smart variable connections can be implemented in a composite sandwich panel on three levels: at the interface
between core and skin, within the skin and within the core. In this work, we focus on the connectivity of the truss core,
investigating the design potential of the integration of smart material based mechanical switches.
2. SMART CONNECTIVITY IN A TRUSS CORE
Having as a reference a sandwich panel with truss core, we imagined substituting the trusses of the core with
extendable structures able to be extended or contracted with little force and to hold the new shape thanks to smart
materials. A similar concept would allow for a temporary increase in the compliance of the core when actuated, while
keeping a predefined stiffness when not. In this way, it would determine a precious advantage for shape-adaptation.
Three concepts based on three different smart materials were investigated: the first concept was based on Electro
Bonded Laminates (EBL), the second one on Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEA), and the third one on Shape
Memory Alloys (SMA).
EBL-based mechanical switch

In this concept, the trusses of the core of the sandwich panel would be replaced by smart elements containing an
electro-mechanical switch based on EBLs. In order to allow for a significant change in stiffness, we integrated in these
smart elements a central region characterized by a two different load paths, which can be selected by activating or
deactivating the EBL. The latter is embedded within a host structure and is composed of a thin aluminum lamina and
two electrodes glued on the host structure. The lamina itself acts as electrode and overtakes the majority of the force
acting on the core element when the EBL is activated. Taking Fig. 1 as a reference, the lamina is glued to the right side
of the host structure, while its other extremity is free to slide back and forth in an appositively designed pocket in the
left side of the host structure. In this pocket, the end of the lamina is embedded between two layers of dielectric
material, which are in turn enclosed by two metallic electrodes directly glued on the host structure to form the EBL. In
this way, when the EBL is not activated, the aluminum lamina is free to slide back and forth in the pocket without carry
any force; the compliant region of the host structure would, therefore, take up the loads and determine the stiffness of
the entire element. On the other hand, when the EBL is activated, the aluminum lamina adheres to the walls of the
pocket, taking up the majority of the load and increasing noticeably the overall stiffness.
A prototype was fabricated and tested. The host structure was 3D printed in PLA with the FDM printer Ultimaker
2+. The aluminum lamina was cut out from a 50 µm thick foil, while the electrodes were realized attaching aluminum
tape Amucor (4702) from Holland Shielding Systems on the host structure. This resulted in total contact surface of 4
cm2. As dielectric material we used a 25 µm thick Kapton foil. Tensile tests were performed to characterize the behavior
of the EBL switch. All tests were performed in displacement-controlled mode at a speed of 20 mm/min on the universal
testing machine Zwick/Roell Z005 AllroundLine. Each measurement was repeated 5 times at 0 V and 2000 V. The high
voltage power supply model PS350 from Stanford Research System. Inc. was used to apply the voltage. The test carried
out on the EBL-based mechanical switch showed high consistency, as at each voltage all different measurements
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returned almost the same values. As expected, at 2000 V the clamping force of the switch was higher than at 0 V,
resulting in a maximum difference in clamping force achieved by the system of about 1.15 N. This means that the
maximum shear force transferred by the EBL amounts to 2.8 kPa.

Fig. 1: EBL-based mechanical switch used in the experiments.

DEA-based mechanical switch

The second concept investigated replaces the core trusses with two small hollow cylinders with a clamping system
based on DEAs. This concept recalls the idea presented by Onoda [2], who conceived a system composed of two hollow
elements clamped one inside the other, where the inner element contains a piezo stack. By making the piezo stack
expand or contract, Onoda managed to control the friction force between the two cylinders and to vary the stiffness of
the system.
In our concept, we substitute the piezo stack with a DEA, whose much higher strain enables us not only to control
the friction, but also to clamp or unclamp the two halves of the switch. The DEA is controlled through a voltage: when
no voltage is applied, the DEA is compressed inside the inner element, preventing the relative displacement of the two
halves. On the other hand, when a voltage is applied, the DEA contracts, reducing the stress on the walls of the inner
element and releasing the clamping.
A DEA-based switch was manufactured for testing. The hollow structures were 3D printed in PLA using the FDM
printer Ultimaker 2+ and designed to apply a precompression of 2 mm to the DEA. The latter was a silicon based DEA
supplied by Compliant Transducer Systems GmbH and had size 16 x 16 x 22 mm3. In order to characterize the behavior
of the switch, we carried out tensile tests with the universal testing machine Zwick/Roell Z005 AllroundLine. All
measurements were performed in displacement-controlled mode at a speed of 20 mm/min and repeated 5 times. The
DEA was actuated at a nominal voltage of 1400 V, as indicated by the manufacturer. The voltage was applied with the
high voltage power supply model PS350 from Stanford Research System. Inc. The carried out measurements showed
high consistency and returned that a difference in clamping force of about 30 N is achievable with a precompression of
2 mm.

Fig. 2: DEA-based mechanical switch used in the experiments.

SMA-based mechanical switch

We conceived two concepts of mechanical switches based on SMAs. In a similar way to the DEA-based switch
presented above, these are made up of two elements able to slide one inside the other, which can be clamped or
unclamped on demand. In this specific case, the variable connection is actuated by SMA wires, whose contraction
deforms the particular geometry of the inner element, determining an increase or a reduction of the clamping force,
respectively.
For this concept, two versions were derived. The first version was designed in a way that, when the SMA wires are
not activated, the two halves of the switch are free to move one inside the other. The activation of the SMA wires makes
the deformable part of the inner element expand in vertical direction. In this way, it enters in contact with the inner
walls of the outer part and clamps the two halves together. On the other hand, in the second version the two halves are
normally clamped and the SMA wires are used to release the clamping.
Both versions were 3D printed in PLA with the FDM printer Ultimaker 2+. The SMA wires used were Ni–Ti wires
with a diameter of 0.63mm. The two versions of the SMA-based mechanical switch were tested. The SMA wires were
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connected to the DC power supply E3631A from Keysight and a current of 2 A was applied. This heated the SMA
wires up to the temperature, where the austenite-martensite phase transformation takes place and the material contracts.
The measurements carried out on the first version of the SMA-based mechanical switch showed a force difference
between on- and off-state of about 15 N, whilst for the second version the force difference was about 8.5 N.

Fig. 3: SMA mechanical switch used in the experiments.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the tests carried out and on the experienced gained while designing and manufacturing the
prototype of the mechanical switches presented, the following conclusions were drawn.
EBL-based mechanical switch

We verified the working principle of the EBL-based mechanical switch. Nevertheless, the maximum transferred
force measured resulted one order of magnitude lower than what expected. Despite being a very lightweight solution,
this concept shows the drawbacks of EBLs already highlighted by Di Lillo [3], suffering from charge injection and
being very sensitive towards air gaps and misalignments of the electrodes. For this reason, a high precision in the
manufacturing may not being sufficient for a proper functioning of the switch, as torsional moments and bending loads
may lead to out-of-plane deformations of the switch and misalign the electrodes.
DEA-based mechanical switch

The DEA-based mechanical switch showed the best performance among the switch concepts tested, achieving a
difference in clamping force of 30 N. Being mainly made out of silicone, DEA are lightweight, easy to integrate in a
switch and can be controlled simply via an electrical input [4]. The main limitation comes from the size of the DEA, as
it determines the maximum contraction and the maximum force that can be achieved. This prevents de facto their use in
small structures, if high displacements or high forces are required.
SMA-based mechanical switch

The SMA-based mechanical switches are also very interesting concepts, as they showed the potential to achieve
relatively high blocking force differences, while keeping a low weight. The large deformations that SMA wires can
achieve and the high forces that they can generate make SMA well suited for mechanical switches. Furthermore, SMA
wires can be easily integrated in small structures. Nevertheless, SMA wired require to be restretched after every
actuation cycle: a specific system has, therefore, to be designed and integrated in the switch. Another drawback is the
heat generated by the actuation of the wires, which has to be dissipated quickly in order to reduce the duration of the
actuation cycle. Nevertheless, these two points can be solved with an appropriate design, making this solution attractive
for the implementation in real panels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To continuously certify a design in the product development process, the validation is an essential step [1, 2]. The
mechanical boundary conditions of systems under dynamic loads must be carefully modelled in order to receive
utilizable results and to realistically reproduce the system’s operation environment [3, 4]. These boundary conditions
are represented by the interface elements between the structure and its environment. To replace this environment in a
test rig, the interface elements must provide the same dynamic boundary conditions, such as stiffness and damping, as
the lightweight structure’s environment interface [3, 4].
Two systems, which show sensitivity to interface dynamics are lightweight aircraft interior systems and power tools
[3, 4]. State of the art in validation of models for aircraft interiors is to design connections like joints and fixtures as stiff
as possible, to neglect their dynamic influence. These discrepancies in interface properties can lead to deviations in the
system behavior between the real system and the test system. To avoid those deviations, it is possible to design the
connection elements individually for each test case, which leads to extensive experimental testing. Power tools are
systems, which show a high degree of interactions with adjacent systems like the user and the environment. Due to the
elastic and highly damped interaction with the human arm system, power tools cannot be clamped stiffly to test
benches. Matthiesen shows that the user influences the function of the power tool and therefore has to be modelled in
test bench experiments [5].
Interface elements with adjustable stiffness and damping can tackle these deficiencies. This contribution aims at the
approach to develop Adjustable Impedance Elements (AIEs). An AIE is a machine element consisting of an Adjustable
Stiffness Element (ASE) and an Adjustable Damping Element (ADE). An exemplary AIE, namely the AIE Uno,
developed by Product Development Group Zurich is given in Figure 1. The AIE Uno consists of an Adjustable Stiffness
Mechanism (ASM) and an Adjustable Damping Mechanism (ADM) [6]. With the use of AIEs as test bench interfaces it
is possible to adjust the dynamic properties of the test system, this enables more realistic tests and decrease the amount
of testing.

Fig. 1: AIE Uno consisting of an Adjustable Stiffness Mechanism (ASM) and an Adjustable Damping Mechanism (ADM) [6]

The AIProVE (Adjustable Impedance Elements for Product Validation in Compliant Environments) project, funded
by DFG and SNF, aims to develop AIEs for dynamic test rigs. This contribution is part of the AIProVE project at the
pd|z (Product Development Group Zurich at ETH Zurich – Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Mirko Meboldt), IPEK (Institute of
Product Engineering at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology – Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Sven Matthiesen) and PKT (Institute
for Product Development and Mechanical Engineering Design at TUHH -Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dieter Krause).
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2. CURRENT STATE OF ADJUSTABLE IMPEDANCE ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT
The issues described show the necessity for the use of AIEs. So far, in research a large variety of different ASEs and
ADEs have been investigated. However, little research addressed the combination of both elements into AIEs. The
working elements can be subdivided into active and passive elements. Active elements, which are implement in closed
loop control systems and are not suited for high frequency applications. Therefore, the focus of this project is on passive
systems. The following section will give a brief introduction in ASEs and ADEs. An extensive overview is given by van
Ham et al. [7], Tagliamonte et al. [8] and Vanderborght et al. [9].
Most ASE working principles are based on elastic deformation. As a brief excerpt, the adjustment of stiffness
properties can be achieved by pretensioning antagonistic springs with nonlinear characteristic, configuration change of
springs, change of spring angles or biaxial loading of elastomer foam. Besides elastic deformation other technologies
like for instance magnetostrictive or piezoelectric transducers have been investigated. The different working principles
show individual restrictions in their application. The majority of ADEs are working based on one of the following
working principles: fluid friction, dry friction, eddy current or magnetorheological fluid. The adjustment of fluid and
dry damping is usually still realized mechanically. Eddy current and magnetorheological fluid dampers adjust the
damping by changing the magnetically field. Similar to ASEs the different working principles of ADEs show
limitations in their suitability for AIE use, like for example nonlinear behavior in dry friction or the dependence on
large relative velocities in eddy current principles.
With Adjustable Impedance Elements in system testing and validation, mechanical interface properties can be
created more accurate. Furthermore, the quick and easy adjustment of interface stiffness and damping can enable and
accelerate new findings for product development. The current state of development of AIEs is limited to very
specialized applications of either ASEs or ADEs and only a few mechanisms combine both principles. However, known
AIEs with adjustable stiffness and damping are not widely available and do not meet the demands of the aircraft interior
and power tool test environment.
3. REQUIREMENTS ON ADJUSTABLE IMPEDANCE ELEMENTS
In order to develop AIEs, which are suitable for aircraft interior and power tool testing requirements on the AIE
have to be derived from the application and test scenarios.
Aircraft interior testing is one test scenario which is studied at the Hexapod test rig at the TUHH (Figure 2 a)). The
dynamic behavior of the system depends significantly on the connection properties between the lightweight structure
and its environment [3]. To replace this environment in a test rig, the connection elements must provide the same
dynamic boundary conditions as the lightweight structure’s environment interface [4]. Joints and fixtures are two types
of connection elements for aircraft interiors. The dynamic behavior of aircraft interior is highly affected by different
environments such as joint type, loading, excitation frequency, airframe position [4]. In aircraft interior testing at the
Hexapod test rig high loads with low frequency can be observed, which imposes a requirement on AIEs that cannot be
met yet. Usually these connection elements are designed as stiff as possible to neglect their influence. This leads
inevitably to deviations, since the impedance of the test rig is different from that of the system’s operation environment.
To avoid these deviations and create realistic boundary conditions, the connection elements have to be designed
individually for each test case. The influence of a new design is not exactly known beforehand, which makes
experimental testing even more extensive. Connection elements with adjustable stiffness and damping could lead to
more realistic evaluation of lightweight structures and to less extensive experimental testing [3].

Fig. 2: Variety of AIE prototypes for different application scenarios defined by level of load and level of frequency.

In the validation of power tools technically relevant surrounding systems are the user and the environment [3]. The
interactions between the power tool and the user have been subject of research for many years. A significant amount of
research focuses on the influence of the power tool on the user and possible health-related consequences that result from
the vibration exposure on the human hand-arm system. However, research has shown that the user has an influence on
the power tool’s function [5]. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the human body the user influence can scatter greatly
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and is therefore a factor of uncertainty in product development and validation. In order to model the passive user
influence (vibrational properties) the so-called mechanical driving point impedance is used, which is a complex
frequency-based description of the hand-arm dynamics [10]. From the knowledge of the mechanical impedance,
simulation models as well as mechanical hand-arm models can be derived. With mechanical hand-arm models power
tools can be validated in a reproducible test environment without neglecting or modeling the user influence
inaccurately. However, the mechanical impedance and thus the derived models are greatly affected by influencing
factors like for instance the direction of vibration excitation on the hand or the body posture. Existing simulation and
mechanical hand-arm models are therefore being only valid for one specific application, hand-arm system and power
tool and often show the need for a lightweight design due to small dynamic masses in hand-arm vibration. Furthermore,
a challenge in hand-arm model development for power tool testing are small forces with high frequency, which can
cause inaccuracies in model behavior due to nonlinearities (e.g. static-dynamic transition in dry friction). Therefore, an
aim of current research is the development of lightweight hand-arm models with adjustable model parameters (e.g.
stiffness, damping) with the use of AIEs (Figure 2 c)).
These two validation environments show the need for AIEs in different testing environments to make testing more
realistic and therefore is combined in a joint research project between the mentioned institutions.
4. DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY OF ADJUSTABLE IMPEDANCE ELEMENTS FOR DYNAMIC TESTING
This chapter will summarize and describe the steps in developing a set of AIEs for implementation on test benches.
In Figure. 3 a short overview is given, to illustrate the work packages.

Fig. 3: Development strategy of AIEs for dynamic testing.

At first the technical requirements in terms of maximum loads and frequencies for the AIEs will be determined.
Considering the requirements at total of four ASEs and four ADEs will be developed. Validation has to be a continuous
process [1, 2] and therefore is conducted at each step in the development process by comparing the prototypes
performance with the requirements. Since not all working principles of ASEs and ADEs are compatible a synthesis into
AIE prototypes will be conducted, which results in five functional prototypes for the different application scenarios
(Figure 2 b)). In order to demonstrate the capabilities of AIEs two prototypes will be implemented in existing test
benches for aircraft interior and power tool testing. For both application scenarios different requirements have to be
fulfilled. The performance of the AIE for high forces and low frequencies is studied at the at the Hexapod test rig at the
PKT (AIE. 5 in Figure 2 b)) whereas the AIE for low forces and high frequencies is tested in the power tool test lab at
the IPEK (AIE. 4 in Figure 2 b)). In the end of the project, the results will be summarized and guidelines for designing
and dimensioning AIEs will be released in a modular design catalogue in order to support scientists researching AIEs as
well as scientists requiring specific AIEs for their work. Furthermore, by findings through test bench experiments with
the two advanced AIEs new guidelines for aircraft interior and power tool tests will be developed based on the
possibility to use AIEs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Honeycomb sandwich structures are often used for aircraft cabin interior, such as galleys, lavatories or partitions,
because of their excellent weight specific material properties. Weak spots are the load introduction points, since the
honeycomb core cannot absorb the local forces respectively introduce them properly into the thin top layers. Therefore,
local reinforcements, so-called inserts, are used, which are usually glued into cutouts in the core [1], [2]. In the
manufacturing process, a distinction is made whether the insert is bonded during the production of the sandwich panel
(hot bonded) or is installed after the production of the sandwich panel (cold bonded) [3], [4], [5].
In the development and optimization of the insert joints, the diameters of the cylindrical inserts or the surrounding
potting compound are often varied to increase the pull-out strength [6]. If higher strengths are required hard tissue
blocks need to be used. This further increases the mass of the structure. Due to the large number of inserts in the aircraft
cabin there is a high potential for targeted weight reduction.
2. OPTIMIZATION
One way to reduce the structural weight while maintaining the same functionality is to optimize the topology of the
inserts starting from the original design space and manufacture them using 3D printing. By virtue of cavaties in the
inner structure instead of full material it is possible to reduce the weight of the insert or to increase the diameter without
increasing the weight. Another option is to change the common cylindrical shape of the insert to a more complex
geometry, for example a star shape. These modifications change the distribution of the mass and the shape of the
interface to the surrounding honeycomb core structure. The goal is to increase the surface of the interface without
increasing the weight or to use the same surface of the interface by reducing the weight.
Besides the possibility to optimize the inserts additive manufacturing also allows to optimize the global core
structure. Under the keyword hierarchical honeycombs there are plenty examples in the literature, where additively
manufactured core structures are derived and tested instead of the classic honeycomb cores [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
New optimization approach

An even higher potential to reduce weight offers a new design procedure which contemporaneous integrates the
insert more directly into the core structure. The ultimate goal is to combine the both approaches, which means that the
global core structure and the local core structure at the load introduction points is optimized an additively manufactured.
For the moment the focus is on the local load-path optimization at the load introduction point. For the global structure a
conventional honeycomb structure with a constant cell size is used. Oltmann et al. showed that an adaptive core, where
the diameter of the honeycomb cells decrease in direction of the load introduction point, increase the weight specific
stiffness and strength [12]. Schwenke et al. used different numerical optimization methods to receive a load-path
optimized design and showed how initial and boundary conditions influence the design [13].
The aim of this paper is to present how numerical optimization especially topology optimization and new design
possibilities through additive manufacturing can be used for structural improvements of the load introduction into
honeycomb sandwich structures (Figure 1).

Surrounding honeycomb core

Additiv manufactured insert system
•
•

Based on a honeycomb structure
Load-path optimized design

Figure 1: Additive manufactured insert system
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Therefore, optimizations of an insert system under in-plane and out-of-plane loads are performed and analyzed. The
most important initial and boundary conditions are summarized and the influence of different test conditions between
simple standard tests and real life applications are discussed. Furthermore it will be shown how the additive
manufactured insert system based on a honeycomb structure and a load-path optimized design (Figure 1) can be
expanded to an additive manufactured insert system with multiple load introduction points (Figure 3). The aim of the
paper is also to point out which particular aspects have to be taken into account to transfer the results to larger panel
structures and which challenges arise when several side-by-side inserts are optimized simultaneously.
3. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITION
The influence of the most important initial and boundary conditions for numerical optimizations are summarized in
Figure 2.

Modelling

Volume fraction

Optimization method

Reanalysis

Size of the design space

Load case

HC-walls in the design space

Clamping

Figure 2: Influence of initial and boundary conditions

It is obvious that the modelling and the chosen optimization method have an influence on the optimization result.
Furthermore a change of the size and structure of the design space will lead to different designs. Also the chosen
optimization method itself has some decisive boundary conditions for example the remaining volume proportion after a
topology optimization, or the simple fact that a reanalysis of the optimization result is necessary to derive a final design.
Furthermore, the test conditions like the applied load and the clamping have an influence on the result. These both
aspects will be discussed in the next section in more detail. With the pull-out test and the shear test as described in the
handbook of insert construction there exist quasi standard test methods for insert in sandwich structure [14].
Load case

The two most important load cases for inserts in sandwich structures are out of plane load and in-plane load which
are tested via a pull-out test respectively a shear-test. For the considered use case the pull-out test is more important
than the shear test because under in-plane load the forces can be direct introduced into the facesheets, which are in this
case parallel to the direction of the load. In real life application there is rarely a pure in- or out of plane load direction
instead there is most time a combination of both load case.
The test results show that it is more important to optimize the structure in a pull-out test, because the derived design
performs quite well under shear load. Especially when a symmetrical insert should be use, there is almost no difference
between the designs from a combined load direction compared to the result from a pull-out test. There is some
additional potential, if the exact direction of force is considered during the optimization and through additive
manufacturing the production of such individualized insert is possible. One occurring problem is to validate such a
design with the simple standard test another is the higher complexity of the manufacturing process, because in this case
the orientation of the insert plays a very important role.
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Clamping

Additionally, the shape of the clamping has an impact on the optimization result. The derived design varies if the
clamping of the standard test is changed. For example is the design derived from a pull-out test with a circular hole and
a pull-out test with a square shape totally different (Figure 2). In real life applications there does not exist a clamping
around the insert the panel is only connected at some point to other panels or parts. Therefore, an optimization with the
real test conditions is very expensive, but necessary to derive a load-path optimized design. If the additive manufactured
insert system is extended to multiple nearby load introduction points so that it becomes advantageous to optimize them
simultaneously. The emerging problem is that the design space becomes bigger than the opening in the standard pullout test and the optimization results are not applicable anymore.
Multiple Inserts

In Figure 3 a first load-path optimized design for an additive manufactured insert system is shown which is based on
a honeycomb structure and has multiple load introduction points whose positions are flexible.

Figure 3: Insert system with multiple load introduction points

The problem is that there are no real standard tests for inserts and the common test are too far away from real life
applications, so that they are not suitable for an optimization of the insert. The challenge is therefore to derive and
define a test especially for multiple insert concepts. Requirements are that it should be possible to carry out the test with
little effort, but consider nevertheless the installation situation, the load directions, symmetry conditions and multiple
load-introduction points to ensure that the insert is not only optimized for the standard test but also for the actual
application.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Additive manufacturinng (AM) offerrs a large degrree of design freedom but requires
r
a deeep understand
ding regardingg
y for valuablee AM applicaations, designn
design, process and mateerial characterristics [1]. Too increase thee accessibility
w and implemeenting the design generationn for recurring
g tasks. In thee
automation aaims at capturiing the required know-how
field of desiign optimization and desig
gn for AM (D
DfAM), man
ny methods fo
ollow this baasic idea such
h as topologyy
optimization or automatedd generation of
o lattices forr lightweight designs [2, 3]. However, w
with the rise of novel AM
M
ns and designn
applications an automatedd design approach may alsso be extendeed to many otther disciplinees, application
p
lightweig
ght structures.. This work presents
p
a proccedure for aut
utomating the generation off
principles in addition to pure
branched flow
w structures used
u
for fluid distribution bbetween a sou
urce and multiple points. Thhe approach fiirst constructss
the topology of a branchedd network app
plying a heuriistic rule. It th
hen optimizes its shape utiliizing optimaliity criteria forr
branching anngles and pipee diameters. After
A
providingg background information on
o the optimallity criteria in section 2, thee
work presentts the methodd with a simple example in section 3. Th
he work discussses the methood in the conttext of designn
automation ffor AM in secttion 4 and con
ncludes with a summary and
d outlook in section 5.
2. OPTIMAL
LITY CRITERIA FOR FL
LUID BRANC
CHING
Branchedd flow structuures occur in natural and ttechnical systtems for the distribution
d
off a fluid from
m a source too
multiple end-points under a minimized pressure loss or required pump power [4
4, 5]. Fig. 1 (A
A) highlights the
t advantagee
g a fluid from
m a source S oon a circle cen
nter to N end-of using a brranched flow structure for the example oof distributing
points Pj witth index j lyinng on the circlle. For the caase of N = 24,, three different pipe netwoorks with equaal volume aree
depicted. A simple solutioon is to use N radial pipess without bran
nches (bifurcaation level B = 0) to conneect source andd
which requiress pump power Wradial. As i llustrated in Fig.
F 1 (A) the pump powerr W can be grreatly reducedd
end-points, w
using a branched flow nettwork of pipees (B = 2 or B = 3). In com
mparison to th
he radial confi
figuration (B = 0), the fluidd
w a larger diiameter and noot guided in separate pipes with a smaller
er diameter.
flow is bundlled in pipes with
The topollogy of a brannched fluid neetwork is desccribed through
h the connectiv
vity between ssource S, end
d-points Pj andd
the utilized bbranching poinnts. As shown
n in Fig. 1 (B)) the shape off a network may
m be definedd through the angles (ɣi, ψi,
ϕi) at every bbranch with inndex i and thee diameter off De of each pipe
p
segment with
w index e. Given the flu
uid properties,,
optimality crriteria can be derived for an
a optimized nnetwork shapee with Y bran
nches that minnimizes the reequired pumpp
power [6, 7]. These optim
mality criteria are generic annd applicable for arbitrary positionings oof source S an
nd end-pointss
w, the relation
n between the optimized ch
hannel diameteer De and the mass flow rate ṁe throughh
Pj. In case off laminar flow
channel e folllows De ∼ ṁe1/3. If the flow
w splits equallly at a branch
h, the relation between the ddiameter D1 of
o the dividingg
branch with fflow rate ṁ1 and
a the diameter D2 of the ttwo resulting sub-branches with flow ratee ṁ2 = ½ ṁ1 is D1/D2 = 21/3.
3
For turbulentt flow in rouggh channels the correspondiing expression
ns are De ∼ ṁ3/7
and D1/D2 = 23/7. Regardiing the angless
at each bifurrcation, it is shown that ɣi ∼ 75° and ψi ∼ ϕi ∼ 142
2.5° require minimal
m
pumpp power for laminar
l
flow,,
whereas ɣi ∼ 50° and ψi ∼ ϕi ∼ 155° rep
present optimiized angles forr turbulent flo
ow in rough piipes.
Normalizeed
pump pow
wer

(B)

(A)
,5

5

Amount of pointss

Fig. 1: (A): Comparison of required pump power W for fluid netw
work with radia
al pipes (branchhing level B=0,, Wradial) and
w structure (B = 2, B = 3) for the supply to N end-points; (B
B): Visualizatioon of design pa
arameters
branched flow
(branching an
ngles ɣi, ψi, ϕi and
a pipe diametters De) used to
o define optima
ality criteria forr branched flow
w networks
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3. METHOD
D FOR AUTO
OMATED DE
ESIGN OF B
BRANCHED FLUID FLOW
W STRUCUT
TRES
The prevvious section highlights th
he advantage of using bran
nched flow structures for distributing a fluid underr
minimized ppressure drop or required pump power.. The corresp
ponding comp
plex flow nettworks can be constructedd
employing thhe described optimality
o
critteria. To simpplify and accellerate the generation of succh structures, the basic ideaa
of the presennted method iss to implemen
nt these designn principles ass an automated
d design proceedure. The individual stepss
of the method are depictedd in Fig. 2 and
d outlined in thhe following.
Initial steep (1) begins with
w the specification of thhe input requirements for th
he flow distribbution task. A user definess
the position of source S from
f
which flluid is requireed to be distrributed to a seet of end-poinnts Pj. Other specificationss
include an obbjective functtion (e.g. requ
uired pump poower), a boun
nding box areaa A, and fluidd properties (ee.g. mass flow
w
rate, pipe diaameter at sourrce or end-poiints, laminar oor turbulent fllow, wall roug
ghness). Fig. 2 visualizes th
he setup for a
simple examp
mple using a sinngle source S and five end--points Pj.
Given thhe position off fluid sourcee S and end-ppoints Pj, step
p (2) generates an initial topology or layout of thee
branched flow network. Inn general, num
merous topoloogies are posssible for a giv
ven set of endd-points Pj. Th
he idea of thiss
method is to generate a toppology throug
gh a heuristic rrule employin
ng Y branchess. Different im
mplementation
ns are possiblee
with the end-p
point P1 furtheest away from
m the source S, identifies itss
for a heuristiic rule. The uttilized heuristic rule starts w
closest neighhbor P2 and seets a branchin
ng point P12 iin the directio
on of source S for the form
mation of a Y branch. Thiss
procedure is repeated for the remaining
g set of pointts Pj including
g branching point P12 but eexcluding poin
nts P1 and P2.
xample consistting of four Y branches.
Fig. 2 shows the initial layyout for the ex
The initiaal topology deefines the basiic connectivityy of a pipe network for the distribution oof the fluid. However, sincee
it is created with a heurisstic rule, it do
oes not yet reppresent an optimized layou
ut. For this puurpose, step (3
3) applies thee
optimality crriteria describeed in section 2 to define opptimized diameeters De for eaach pipe and aadjust the angles (ɣi, ψi, ϕi))
at each brancch. The angless at each brancching point arre modified ap
pplying an iterrative proceduure, in which the differencee
between actuual angle andd prescribed angle
a
is used to move the correspondin
ng branching ppoint. This itterative form-finding procedure leads too an optimizeed shape of thhe flow network. For a certain layout, m
measures succh as requiredd
yout is shownn
pump powerr or pressure drop can be calculated thhrough analytiical formula. In Fig. 2 thee adapted lay
together withh the initial layyout depicted with dashed llines.
Based onn the optimized layout and derived
d
pipe ddiameters, steep (4) generatees the correspponding 3D flu
uid geometry..
The solidificcation may bee achieved ussing NURBS (Non-uniform
m rational B-S
Splines) surfaaces or meshees. To furtherr
analyze the fflow distributiion network a computationnal fluid dynaamics (CFD) analysis
a
may bbe employed in step (5) too
fine-tune thee shape of thee branches, analyze
a
turbullence effects at branches and
a examine tthe flow unifformity at thee
outlets of thee end-points. As
A mentioned
d in step (2), m
multiple solutions are possib
ble for the nettwork topolog
gy. Dependingg
on the implem
mentation, steeps (2) to (5) may
m thus be rrepeated for different layou
uts employing an evolutionaary algorithm..
The outcomee in step (6) reepresents an op
ptimized, brannched fluid strructure.

Fig. 2: Metthod for autom
mated design of branched fluid
d flow structurees
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4. DISCUSSION
The described method makes it possible generate branched flow structures for fluid distribution. It is not limited to a
plane layout of source and end-points but works also for three-dimensional configurations. As the method is based on a
parametric approach, it avoids manual steps such as the reconstruction of a CAD model, which may, for instance, be
required for fluid topology optimization. AM processes such as selective laser sintering (SLS) allow fabricating such
structures without the need for support structures. For processes such as selective laser melting (SLM) the shape of
pipes may be adjusted to elliptical or droplet-shaped cross sections to avoid support structures depending on the chosen
build direction. Specific AM manufacturability constraints are yet to be incorporated into the method.
Employing optimality criteria has the advantage that prior knowledge regarding the design solution is used to
optimize an initial topology through a simple, iterative scheme. However, the optimized layout usually represents only a
local optimum and is strongly dependent on the initial topology and corresponding heuristic rule. Applying an
evolutionary algorithm offers the possibility to examine and compare different topologies (local optima) but may lead to
an increased computational effort, especially for a larger number of end-points. To further analyze these trade-offs, the
method needs to be validated with more complex applications.
The distribution of a fluid flow from a source to multiple end-points represents a frequently required and recurring
design task. As parts are usually exposed to multiple requirements from different disciplines, the presented method may
be combined with design tools for the generation of lightweight structures. For example, given an optimized fluid
distribution network, a structural optimization may be used to cover the fluid network with an optimized, load-carrying
material distribution [8].
In a broader context the automated design generation for complex AM structures offers many potentials. By letting a
user specify inputs on a high function-driven level, novice CAD users are enabled to create complex structures for AM
whereas the design process is accelerated for advanced users. As a result, design automation for AM makes it possible
to increase the accessibility for valuable AM applications. Combining such automated design approaches for different
design tasks and disciplines offers the possibility to enable users create complex, multi-physics applications for AM.
5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
AM allows fabricating complex structures with a high level of complexity regarding shape, material and
functionality. To improve the accessibility for complex and valuable AM applications, it is beneficial to automate the
underlying know-how and design process for recurring tasks. As an example, this work presents a method for the
generation of branched flow structures. Based on the discussion the method can be further improved regarding several
aspects such as employed heuristic rule for topology definition, incorporation of AM manufacturability, evaluation of
computational efficiency as well as validation through more complex examples. With the rise of novel AM applications,
an automated design procedure seems promising for many different disciplines and design tasks. Possible future
directions of research may identify other recurring design tasks, optimality criteria and design principles, useful design
patterns and novel mechanisms for AM that can be made easily accessible through an automated design approach.
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1. ABSTRACT
Additive Manufacturing (AM) offers great capabilities to design complex parts and products that are performance
optimized and customized. However, for designers this is highly challenging due to the vast design space of new possible
geometries that can be realized using AM. In response to this, the presented research focuses on the development of
efficient computational methods and tools for generative design of AM lattice structures; structures that were previously
too complex to fabricate but now can be realized using AM. Lattice structures have advantageous strength to weight ratio,
they can carry load efficiently and have favorable energy absorption properties, making them interesting for both
academia and industry. In the first step of this research an approach for optimization of discrete AM lattice structures
using Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) to simultaneously solve a size and shape optimization problem subject to
local stress and Euler buckling is proposed. The approach produces the solution incrementally, providing a valid design
vector at each iteration step using a first order Taylor expansion for the nodal movement and the buckling constraint. The
results show that the proposed approach produces optimized designs that are either close or identical to the solutions
obtained by the non-linear problem formulation while significantly decreasing the computational time.
2. INTRODUCTION
An increased interest in structural optimization is observed in the recent decade mostly in response to the advancement
in digital fabrication and Additive Manufacturing (AM). Of particular interest in this context are computational
approaches for the synthesis of optimized designs that are completely or at least partially realized by a truss structure as
a governing design principle. To capitalize on the newly emerged design freedom enabled through AM technologies,
challenging structural optimization problems are introduced [2], which to be solved efficiently require a methodological
approach through the integration of mathematical programming methods with the engineering design process [3,4,5]. In
response to these challenges, the focus of this work is on the extension of Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) for size
and shape optimization of discrete truss structures subject to yield stress and local Euler buckling constraints. To both,
address the computational efficiency of the method and account for real world engineering tasks.
4. METHOD
The overall approach in this work considers an iterative method where the size and shape optimization problem is
solved by an approximation using a linearized size and shape sub-problem solutions as shown in Fig 1. The superscript 0
emphasizes that the corresponding vector is constant during the current optimization step k with its values based on the
previous optimization step k-1. The output of the linearized sub-problem is valid only in the vicinity of the point at which
the linearization is applied, i.e. (�0 , �0 , 0 ). Providing that the change in design variables is sufficiently small, the overall
solution is obtained by means of simple update of member sizes �0 = � and nodal coordinates as 0 = + 0 at the end
of each sub-problem solution step.

Fig. 1: Flow diagram of the method

The non-linear size and shape optimization problem formulation that will serve as a basis for the SLP approach
proposed in this work is given as follows:
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Where the design variables are the vector of cross-sectional areas a, the member forces q and the shift of the nodal
positions in each spatial coordinates y from the initial nodal positions x. The objective is to minimize the volume V of the
structure. Vectors l and a denote of the lengths and cross-sectional areas of the members. The equilibrium constraint in
Eq. (1b) contains the cosine-connectivity matrix A, the member forces q as well as the external load vector f. The stress
constraint in Eq. (1c) contains the yield stress �� . The buckling constraint in Eq. (1d) contains s, which substitutes for
material and cross-sectional properties. Using a first order Taylor expansion the objective function and all the constraints
are linearized to conform to a linear and convex optimization problem, which can be solved efficiently by established
linear-programming algorithms [6,7]:
T

� � = � T �0 − � 0 �

�,�,

��
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0 0
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−ΔStep
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(2g)
However, the overall approach is sequential, and might lead to a local optima. To reduce the amount of iterations
needed, the linearization point is improved in the pre-processing step by matching the exact buckling constraints. For
further details refer to [1].

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance of the proposed method is benchmarked against a series of published problems of
increasing size against different established methods. For detailed comparison, see Table 1 and [1].
Table 1: Overview of all optimization results and running times of the different example problems

Fig. 2 shows the computational time of the proposed method against a Layout only and a NLP problem formulation.
It shows that the proposed method improves on the objective function as good as the NLP problem formulation, while
being around 1-2 magnitudes faster on a standard desktop computer.

Fig. 2 Hemp's cantilever benchmark for layout, size and shape optimization for different initial ground structures compared
against the computational time (lines) and the relative error (bars).
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the resulting structures with and without buckling constraints. It shows that the buckling
constraints play an important role in the outcome of the optimized results. Fig. 5 shows the continuously analyzed
optimized result. It shows that the structure is generally fully stressed, but some stress concentrations occur on the joints
and sharp edges, which is a limitation of the proposed method and generally of discrete optimization.

Fig. 3: Shape optimized L-Hinge
without buckling constraints
V* = 2.709

Fig. 4: Shape optimized L-Hinge
with buckling constraints
V* = 4.731

Fig. 5: Linear elastic analysis of
Fig. 3

Fig. 6 shows the convergence history of the L-Bracket example with the maximum constraint violation as a bar plot.
As the step size is reduced, the method converges and all constraints are fulfilled in the final solution. Fig. 7 shows the
location of the cross sectional areas of the element length of 10mm against the member force. The stress and buckling
constraints are indicated as lines. It shows that the proposed method drives the solution to the constraint boundary.

Fig. 6: L-Bracket example convergence history (line with
dots, left axis) and buckling constraint violation (bars, right
axis)

Fig. 7: Buckling and stress constraint satisfaction of the
layout only optimized L-Bracket example shown for a
member length of l=10mm

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCULSION
This work proposes an explicit SLP problem formulation for simultaneous size and shape optimization of truss
structures subject to stress and local buckling constraints. The handling of local buckling constraints involves a postprocessing step with projection of the sub-problem solutions to the exact local buckling constraint. In comparison to
layout optimization methods the method excels when low-density initial ground structures are considered. The
comparison with the exact non-linear problem formulation solution shows that the proposed size and shape optimization
method performs extremely well producing results within 1% boundary. This is achieved with significant time savings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A possibility to design lightweight components is the application of additive manufacturing, because a high degree
of design freedom is given. Thus, structural components can be adapted to the loading conditions precisely. In order to
design such a load-adapted component with low mass, e.g. internal structures can be used. By adjusting parameters,
such as diameters or wall thicknesses, the structure can be adapted locally. However, restrictions coming from the
process have to be taken into account which limit the possibilities for a precise adaptation. For example, maximum
overhangs or downskin angles have to be considered.
Against this background, an approach is to design Functionally Graded Materials (FGM) and to manipulate the
process as well as material parameters accordingly. Thus, structural components with locally different properties can be
manufactured. For example, the laser power, the laser beam diameter or the hatch distance can be manipulated in the
manufacturing process. Another possibility is to change the powder composition by processing multi-materials.
The article characterizes the major potentials and applications for FGM using Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Here,
the processing of metals in SLM is considered. Furthermore, the fundamentals to manufacture FGM are discussed and
summarized by defining influence factors. Based on this investigation, different possibilities to simulate FGM are
compared and proofed by simulating a demonstrator. The results are evaluated in terms of manufacturability with regard
to an experimental setup.
2. STATE OF RESEARCH
Local adaptation of components using Selective Laser Melting
Related to the high design freedom, an economical and technically useful application using SLM is especially given
for complicated geometries, which contain cavities or free-form structures and thus cannot be manufactured using
conventional technologies [1, 2]. The design freedom enables the realization of weight-optimized components, which
can be manufactured with high material utilization and operate efficiently in the product life cycle [3, 4].
Against this background a local adaption of a component is possible by using internal structures (e.g. lattice
structures) [5]. Compared to solid geometries, a high rigidity with simultaneous low amount of material can be reached
[6]. However, the CAD file has to be modified with a high design effort. Accordingly, a suitable design space has to be
determined to introduce internal structures [6 - 8]. Previous investigations using a pedal crank as demonstrator have
shown, that a weight reduction of about 60% can be reached in comparison to conventional manufacturing solutions
(shown in Fig. 1) [6, 7]. In doing so, the design process is subjected by limitations of the in-process. The design process
as well as relevant design guidelines for internal structures are shown in [6].

Fig. 1: Initial model of a pedal crank (left) and the optimized model (right)
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Functionally Graded Materials in Additive Manufacturing

An alternative to adapting a component to the loading conditions is the application of FGM, which are defined as the
locally continuous adaptation of the component properties to different requirements from the product life cycle [9].
FGM can be adjusted locally and continuously either by manipulating process parameters or by varying the material
composition. As depicted in Fig. 2, FGM enable a high adaptability of a component. Furthermore, a distinction has to
be made comparing mono as well as multi-material. A multi-material is characterized by the combination of two (or
more) materials with a transition zone [10].

adaptability

Mono-Material

Multi-Material

Functionally Graded Material
Fig. 2: Illustration of a Mono-Material, Multi-Material and a Functionally Graded Material

The capacities of FGM are already known but can only be realized with great effort using conventional
manufacturing processes. Through the application of SLM, a precise control of FGM is possible in theory, because
every voxel can be manufactured with different characteristics. Against this background, Weisheit et al. [11] described
studies on the preparation and testing of FGM for injection and die casting tools by laser deposition welding. Here, the
FGM properties were realized by the variation of the material composition. The major disadvantage of laser deposition
welding is the lower accuracy. On the other hand a good mixing of materials is possible.
Design of Functionally Graded Materials for Selective Laser Melting

To improve the accuracy of the FGM, Selective Laser Melting can be used. In doing so, the benefit of a high degree
of detail can be enabled by extending the standard process through a unit for material deposition. A major challenge is
the design and simulation of FGM in order to fit the capacity of the in-process. Against this background, Burlayenko et
al. describes a finite element algorithms for modeling FGM by a layered construction of homogeneous elements. These
elements are assigned different material properties using individual layers. An alternative to shorten the simulation time
is the assignment of the FGM properties by the formation of Gaussian quadratures over the element surfaces [12].
3. AN APPROACH TO SIMULATE FUNCTIONALLY GRADED MATERIALS
In this work, the simulation of FGM are investigated for a bending beam under static load using the software ‘Ansys
Workbench v. 18.2’. In the approach a local material composition should be realized. Therefore, the material properties
are changed using an artificial temperature. This approach was chosen, because in Ansys Workbench the young’s
modulus can be adjusted according to the temperature, modifying the values in category ‘technical data’. The gradient
of the young’s modulus is chosen to be linear. For this purpose, a young’s modulus Einitial = 71 GPa for 20 °C is defined
as the initial state. In the final state, a young’s modulus of Eend = 210 GPa for 40 °C is defined. In between, the values
are linearly interpolated. The procedure is identical for determining the temperature-dependent density as well as the
poisson's ratio.
To demonstrate the approach, steel and aluminum are selected as examples. The properties, which are used for the
simulation, are summarized in Table 1. The isotropic coefficient of thermal expansion was deactivated so as not to
distort the result. Furthermore, isotropic material properties are assumed, which have same properties in all spatial
directions.
Table 1: Material parameters for the simulation

temperature
Tinitial
Tinitial < T < Tend
Tend

material
aluminum

density ρ [kg/m3]
2700

steel

7850

young‘s modulus E [GPa]
71
interpolation
210

poisson's ratio υ[-]
0.35
0.3

In the first step, the static simulation for a homogeneous beam under flexural load of aluminum is solved. The
resulting stresses are read out at each node n and correlated with a temperature T(n) Eq. 1 in order to adapt the material
properties listed in Table 1 in a further simulation as a function of the stresses occurring in the component.
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T(n)= m·σ(n) + b

with: m =

Tend -Tinitial
σmax -σmin

;

b = Tend - m·σmax

(1)

Subsequently, in the next simulation, the node temperatures are applied in addition to the static loads in order to
adapt the young‘s modulus to the stresses. The high stresses areas are assigned a high young‘s modulus. The continuous
course of the young‘s modulus over the bar is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Simulation results from the mono material beam (top) and FGM beam (below)

Due to the FGM properties, the maximum deformation could be reduced from 208 μm to 149 μm. The Von Mises
equivalent stress increases from 21 MPa to 27 MPa. The mass increases from 2.41 kg to 2.75 kg. This corresponds to a
weight increase of about 13%. In a next step, the component can be optimized so that the deformations correspond to
the initial model and weight can be reduced by changing the topology. Accordingly, the lower stress areas of structural
components can be replaced with softer, lower density materials to save weight. Compared to recesses or internal
structures, the advantage is that no notches in the component arise which influence the stress distribution.
4. CONCLUSION
A field of application for FGM are structural components under static and dynamic load. Especially for highly
stressed components, an added value can be generated. Thus, the material composition can be adapted to the occurring
stress distribution. The focus is on optimizing the force flow and reducing the mass. In contrast to conventional
hardening, an almost arbitrary profile of hardness or strength can be achieved by a gradual transition from a tough core
material to a high strength material in the surface areas, which can be realized e.g. in form of a spatial mathematical
function on the component volume. Furthermore, FGM can improve fracture toughness and creep resistance by
incorporating crack stops (according to [8]). Another point is to set the material damping over the material composition.
Potentials can be found anywhere where stresses have to be reduced, stress distribution or thermal properties have to be
improved as well as a higher fracture toughness has to be achieved. At the same time, FGM can be used as a wear and
corrosion protection layer of tools in die casting or to modify chemical, mechanical, magnetic and electrical material
properties. In particular, the lightweight design can benefit from FGM.
In this article, internal structures and FGM were discussed as design elements for a local adaption of structural
components using additive manufacturing. Particular attention was paid to the potentials, fields of application and
possibilities for simulation of FGM.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Combining additive manufacturing (AM) with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) patched composites unlocks
potentials in the realization of individualized lightweight structures. In this work a digital process chain for the efficient
design of such structures is developed. Two arising design opportunities are investigated for a biomedical application.
First is the geometrical individualization of a composite structure using AM cores. These cores consist of a thin shapegiving shell which is filled with removable filling material and thus able to withstand autoclave process conditions. Second is the load-bearing structure individualization employing the fiber patch placement method. The design opportunities are demonstrated using the example of an exoskeleton hip structure [1]. The results are compared to a state-of-theart aluminum hip component.
The overall design process for the individualized component is illustrated in Fig. 1. Starting point is an initial parametric CAD model of the structure. Secondly, the patient’s geometry is captured using 3D scanning. The next step employs the patient’s data to adapt a parametric CAD model to the individual body shape. The geometry model is then
combined with the results of a multibody simulation for patient-specific load estimation in order to generate a finite
element model of the structure. In the next step, numerical optimization is applied to determine optimized fiber reinforcements applied in addition to a fixed base laminate. The fiber reinforcement architecture from the optimization is
then transformed to a patched laminate layup.

Fig. 1: Design process for individualized AM-CFRP exoskeleton hip component

2. DESIGN-ASSISTED MANUFACTURING APPROACH
The novel exoskeleton hip is fabricated using additive manufacturing and autoclave carbon fiber prepregs. The
complexity-for-free principle of AM and the excellent mass-specific properties of CFRP allow for the creation of a
highly integrated lightweight structure [2]. The exoskeleton hip is mainly subjected to bending and torsional loads. It is
thus designed as a closed shell structure as seen in Fig. 2, which allows for the part to sustain the bending loads predominately through membrane stresses in the thin CFRP skin.
2.1. AM core design

The principle idea for the manufacturing of an individualized CFRP hip component relies on a core as seen in Fig. 2,
which is additively manufactured for each specific pilot. In general, such a core may remain inside the final part or may
be removed after manufacturing. This work uses an AM core that consists of a thin hull, which serves as a shape-giving
male tooling element for the prepreg layup. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is employed to fabricate the hull from PA12
with a thickness of 1.6 mm. As the AM core is very thin, it would not be able to withstand autoclave process conditions.
Hence, prior to processing, the core is filled with common salt (sodium chloride) through an opening on its top. After
filling, the opening is closed with a threaded plug. The core can be re-opened after curing to remove the salt. In order to
simplify manufacturing, the core is also able to hold and position the required metal load introduction elements and inserts through integrated form fits until the co-cured interface with the CFRP is established. To remove accessible sections of the core after processing, the core features a set of breaking lines with a reduced thickness of 0.8 mm. That
way, the core can be broken into small fragments and removed after the curing process. Support leashes are printed on
the inside of the AM core surface. These support leashes can be accessed via the opening on the top side of the hip.
They allow generating the mechanical force required to rupture the core along the breaking lines. After the core is divided into small pieces, it can be removed through the top hole. Thus, the lightweight potential of the structure is increased. The final hip and its components are shown in Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2: a) Concept of core design and b) final exoskeleton hip component. The SLS core is partially removed in order to increase lightweight potential. The right half side of the hip is shown transparent.

3. GEOMETRICAL INDIVIDUALIZATION
Geometrical individualization of a lightweight CFRP structure is a valuable design opportunity arising from the
combination with additive manufacturing.
First step for the individualization of the structure is capturing the patient’s geometry. Devices such as a Microsoft
Kinect Sensor are employed to capture a body surface with a precision in the 1 mm range, which is sufficient for individualizing the exoskeleton hip. As illustrated in Fig. 3a), paraplegic patients are scanned hanging in an upright position
using a standing vest. Prior to scanning, marker points are attached to the patient on three anatomical landmarks: the left
and right anterior superior iliac spine on the sides of the human hip as well as the posterior superior iliac spine on the
back side of the human hip. Fig. 3b) shows two body scans with attached marker points.
In the second step, the parametric CAD model is adapted. For a given pilot the 3D-scanned body geometry is imported and orientated to a global coordinate frame. As Fig. 3c) shows, the scanned marker points at the hip spines are
used to estimate the hip joint centers through a predictive method [3]. Their connection defines the axis of rotation of
the hip drive motors and thus of the position of the hip component. The contour of the exoskeleton hip follows the outer
body surface with a specified offset. To automatically adapt the structure to a certain 3D scan, support points are utilized. These points are created by intersecting the scanned body with a predefined set of lines originating from the center of the exoskeleton hip. The support points that result from a specific scan are used to update the CAD design in a
parametric manner including high-level features such as splines and loft functions.

Fig. 3: a) Setup for patient scanning, b) 3D-scanned body surfaces with marker points, c) estimation of hip joint center using
marker points

4. LOAD-BEARING STRUCTURE INDIVIDUALIZATION
Individualization of the load-carrying structure is the second promising design opportunity. It arises from the utilization of the so-called fiber patch placement method.
The exoskeleton hip component consists of a quasi-isotropic continuous base laminate, which is designed to sustain
the loads created by a 5th percentile female user (47.2 kg weight, 1.52 m height [4]) without structural failure. The targeted patient for this study however is an 85 kg male user, yielding increased torsional and bending moments on the hip
by 65 % and 80 %, respectively. The base laminate will not suffice to take the increased loads, hence local patch reinforcements applied. Reinforcement contours are obtained by applying an efficient optimization algorithm for stiffness
and strength of composite structures [5]. The optimization routine selectively switches the initial zero thicknesses of
potential reinforcement plies to multitudes of the single ply thickness value using sensitivity information. The results
suggest placing reinforcements with seven layers in 0° and one layer in 90° direction. As Fig. 4a) shows, major reinforcement areas are covering almost the complete top surface. At the bottom hip surface mainly the rearwards region is
reinforced. In a next step, the obtained reinforcement contours are mimicked by fiber patches. The patches have rectangular shape and a fixed width of 20 mm; their lengths can be varied to 20, 40 and 60 mm. The fiber patches are placed
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to match the intended reinforcement contours and fiber angles as closely as possible as can be seen in Fig. 4b). In order
to patch-reinforce the individualized hip, 196 patches of length 60 mm, 36 patches of 40 mm length and 20 patches of
20 mm length are required.
Patched laminates suffer a loss of stiffness compared to continuous laminates. A novel mechanical model based on
shear-lag approximation of interlaminar stresses is used to calculate the stiffness loss of the present combination of continuous and patched laminate layers. Additionally, the stress concentrations due to interrupted fibers are computed.
Consequently, the modulus of the patched laminate is reduced by 8.88 % and a maximum stress concentration factor of
1.59 is considered.

Fig. 4: a) Total laminate thickness, b) eight layers of upper hip patch reinforcements: optimal reinforcement contours are
colored in green, physical rectangular fiber patched are shown in blue color.

5. RESULTS
Fig. 5a) compares the mass of the aluminum reference with the AM-CFRP hip. In the novel hip design, significant
mass reduction is achieved due to the load-tailored CFRP shell and a redesign of the load introduction elements. A total
mass saving of 57 % is obtained. Fig. 5b) compares the number of parts of the two versions. The highly integral AMCFRP design comprises of 10 parts, yielding a reduction of 77 %.
The switch of the patient from a 5th percentile female to a 85 kg heavy male results in an increased torsional moment
by +80.1 % and an increased bending moment by +64.8 %. Optimization results indicate that this load increase can be
compensated by an additional +20.5 % laminate mass. Additionally, nesting optimization results show that for the patch
reinforcements 7.9 % of raw material is cutoff waste, while for continuous fiber reinforcements 42.5 % of the material
is wasted.

Figure 5: a) Comparison of mass and b) number of parts for reference and AM-CFRP hip
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid textiles contain reinforcement fibres and thermoplastic fibres in a pre-mixed arrangement. They offer the
great advantage of drapability and allow a complex arrangement of reinforcement fibres, combined with fast
consolidation processes. This paper illustrates different approaches to analyse the process of impregnation. In the
presented work, different approaches for analysing phenomena occurring during impregnation of thermoplastic
composites are investigated. In detail, the change of thickness during impregnation as well as flow-phenomena,
visualised by computer-tomography on one hand, and a glass tooling on the other hand, are discussed.

2. MATERIAL
A hybrid non-crimp fabric (NCF), containing Carbon- and PEEK-multifilaments, is processed in a thermoforming
step (see figure 1). The ply-wise deposition of the fibres assures a homogeneous and regular distribution of both fibre
materials. However impregnation distances are relatively high in ranges of 125 µm. Due to spreading, an even
distribution of the carbon fibres was achieved, combined with fibre volume contents of 60%. Consolidation takes place
due to parallel application of an external pressure and temperatures up to 400°C.

Fig. 1: Cross-Section of hybrid NCF prior impregnation (PEEK-fibres dyed in red)

3. METHODS - GLASS TOOLING
An objective of the process analysis is to examine the interactions between fibres, polymer fluid. A glass tooling
allows an online insight into an impregnation process, showing effects of fibre rearrangement during impregnation.
To realise a visual insight into the process of impregnation, a die-edge compression mould with a one-side glass
cover was developed. To decrease the required process temperature, fibres from polyamide-6 with identical design
substituted the PEEK-fibres. A special challenge was to design the glass-cover, so that it resists compression pressures
up to 3 MPa combined with process temperatures up to 300°C. A safety factor of 2.2 thus lead to a 60 mm thick block
of borosilicate glass.
The setup did not give insight into the impregnation on meso- nor micro scale. However, macro-impregnation could
be observed clearly to begin directly with melting and being complete within 1-2 minutes at 1 MPa external pressure.
The carbon-rovings showed an interesting deformation during impregnation. At the beginning of impregnation, rovings
were undulated, resulting from their unstretched deposition inside the preform. During impregnation however, a
stretching of the fibres was observed. Furthermore, some rovings in some laminates experienced a transversal
displacement, leading to gaps inside the laminate (figure 2).

transversal displacement
undulated fibres

stretched fibres

Fig. 2: Top-View of impregnation after 3 min (left) and 40 min of impregnation (right)

An explanation for the fibre-stretching is the provoked in-plane flow of the polymer to the die-edge, where the
pressure drops to ambient pressure. Permeability in longitudinal direction is about one decade higher than in transverse
direction due to the model of Gebart [1], so flow in longitudinal direction is more likely than transversal flow.
An explanation for the transversal flow is a slot thickness at the die-edge, which is a too large or inhomogeneously
distributed. This shows the necessity to reduce the die-edge to a minimum, to minimise flow through it. Since the
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transversal flow did not occur in the beginning of the impregnation process, the assumption that it was not promoted by
an inhomogeneous material distribution and resulting in-plane pressure gradients, is valid.
4. METHODS - THICKNESS MEASUREMENT
Tracking the thickness of the stacking during impregnation allows drawing conclusions about the degree of
impregnation. These experiments show a link between the laminate thickness and the penetration of the flow front.
To investigate the correlation of the laminate thickness and the void content, temporal thickness changes were
tracked during thermoforming. For this, a glass scale unit was attached to the mould, being able to measure dimensional
changes with a resolution of 1 µm. The laminates were demoulded after different impregnation times and a picture
analysis delivered void contents. Both values, the local thickness and the void content, are compared in a corresponding
graph. The external pressures were increased from 1.5 to 3.0 to 4.0 MPa after a third of the total impregnation time.

Fig. 3: Cross-Section after 5, 10 and 20 min of impregnation

The cross-sections in figure 3 show an increasing degree of impregnation of the laminates. However, a void-free
laminate could not be achieved. An explanation for this are flow distances, which are too long and possibly entrapped
air bubbles, creating a pressure counteracting against impregnation.
For comparing the continuously tracked thicknesses to the measured void content, both values were plotted in terms
of a relative thickness. The relative thickness of 1 is supposed to be a void-free laminate and is based on the measured
void-content. All three tracked laminate thicknesses are equalized after the first compression stage, thus starting at a
similar relative thickness.

Fig. 4: Comparison of online thickness and resulting void-content with equalized start thickness

Figure 4 illustrates the correlation between thickness and void-content. For the 20 min impregnation curve, the final
relative thickness is supposed to be equal to the void-content. The other related curves show a good correspondence
with the associated void-content. For 5 min impregnation, a shift of 5% was observed between measured void content
and the measured relative thickness. The 10 min curve delivers almost the same result as the measured void-content.
Hence, a correlation is given between laminate thickness and void-content. However, for process analysis, a focus has
to be laid upon equal circumstances for the artificial start point for thickness measurement.
5. METHODS - CT-TOOLING
The analysis of relevant phenomena during impregnation is of great interest to optimize the process regarding
quality and efficiency. An online insight into the impregnation would thus be of special interest. Therefore, an
investigation of possibilities for an online-impregnation analysis, supported by computer-tomography, was executed.
A small tooling was designed to create laminates with dimensions of 20 x 20 mm, as illustrated in figure 5. A
demountable aluminium frame surrounds the cavity. Two cartridges realize temperatures up to 400°C in 5 min from
room temperature, while cooling is accomplished by air channels. The unit is mounted inside a pressure unit, which can
be integrated inside a Phoenix-x-ray CT (enabling minimum resolutions of 16 µm) or the Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa at
MAPEX (enabling minimum resolutions of 0.7 µm).
First experiments focused on the question, if monitoring of the impregnation is possible, without opening the tooling
in sequenced steps where the impregnation process is interrupted by cooling. Unfortunately, the aluminium frame
showed to be disruptive (figure 5), thus it had to be removed for an improved insight. Furthermore, the upper and lower
aluminium cavity created interference with the x-ray beams, so that shifted regions were observed in the pictures.
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Consequently, the subsequent analysis was executed by completely demoulding the laminates from the cavity and
scanning them separately.

Fig. 5: Compression mould (left); CT-image of laminate cross-section with and without aluminium frame

A special interest in this work was the characteristic of voids inside the laminates during impregnation. To evaluate
them, the sequential performed CT-scan of the laminates was analysed concerning the void volume and their respective
dimensions in in-plane and out-of-plane direction.

5 min

10 min
2000 µm

Fig. 6: Distribution of void volumes (upper left), cross-section of laminate after different impregnation-times (bottom left),
projected dimensions in in-plane and out-of-plane direction (right)

The results in figure 6 show a reduction of the void volume with time, however only a small diminution, which may
be a result of insufficient pressure. Nevertheless, the images clearly illustrate the penetration of the flow front.
Furthermore, the CT-scan gives information about the void-sizes. It shows that in out-of-plane direction the void size is
about one decade smaller, than in in-plane direction. In out-of-plane direction, the maximum void-dimensions are in the
same range, as the single-ply thicknesses. However, the majority of voids is about half of the single ply thickness. In inplane direction, most of the voids are in the range below 2 mm. Generally, the analysis shows an exponential
distribution of the void dimensions.

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Concluding, this contribution shows possibilities for monitoring the propagation of impregnation for thermoplastic
composites from hybrid textiles. The information can further be used as a source for input parameters and as
verification for impregnation models, as presented in [2] or [3] for instance, as well as for boundary conditions for the
development of new manufacturing processes. Measuring the thickness during thermoforming gives beneficial results to
assess the degree of impregnation without great efforts. CT-analysis is a promising method to evaluate the quality of the
laminate during impregnation and to deliver input parameters for impregnation models. Analysing the impregnation by
a glass tooling however only gives information about effects on macro-scale.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fiber layup processes like Automated Fiber Placement (AFP) are state of the art technologies for the production of large
scale lightweight components like wing covers or fuselages. Lukaszewicz [1] gives a detailed review of both
technologies. These composite components are produced layer by layer using narrow material strips. During this
material layup it is possible to generate defects e.g. wrinkles, twists, gaps, overlaps, etc. with probably a huge influence
on the mechanical properties of the produced component. [2], [3] Recognizing these defects, inline quality assurance
(QA) systems are part of ongoing research and industrial development. These systems are mostly inflexible in the use of
different sensors and algorithms. One single system is used for every production case. For different materials and
various processes, this system performs differently and possibly non-deterministic. In order to compensate this issue it
is necessary to understand the relation between optical material properties and the applied sensors and algorithms.
Optical properties of individual resins and polymers as well as textiles are described in literature. [4], [5] Various
composites are not part of this existing knowledge. The approach considered in this paper is based on analyzing optical
properties of fiber materials and link them to the characteristics and properties of various feasible sensors and
algorithms. Beyond that, the knowledge is usable for design aspects and the manipulation of component behavior. The
concept provides the opportunity to characterize materials itself and the current material status based on optical
properties. This offers the possibility to determine changes in chemical properties and derive statements on the
manufacturing performance of a particular material. [6]
In automated quality inspection, this proposal has the potential to increase the performance of an inline QA system
significantly. Using this optical properties data, it will be possible to build a tailor made inline inspection system. This
system is specifically designed by knowledge and had a well-known error range. Beyond that, directly to the
producibility correlated material parameters can be derived from the optical material properties.
During this work, the following scientific questions have to be answered:
•

Which dependencies in optical characteristics had to be analyzed to configure a tailor-made inline QA system
for a specific material?

•

How do we describe layup defects by its optical characteristics?

•

How robust performs an inline QA system for different materials?

2. CONCEPT
This concept paper describes an approach for the measurement and interpretation of optical material properties, with the
aim to optimize production and inspection processes.
Effects
For the material analysis using optical characteristics, several influencing variables are of interest. These include
electromagnetic radiation influences as well as climate ascendancies. The following effects have to be measured for a
material characterization:
• Spatial reflection behavior
• Spatial scattering behavior
• Spatial transmittance behavior
• Emission ratio
• Reflection ratio
• Transmittance ratio
• Angle of polarization
• Surface texture
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Material

The presented concept focusses on the analysis of resins and composites with a minimum filament gap of 5.5 µm.
Being able to measure the effects mentioned above, it is necessary to consider samples with a minimum size of 20 x 20
mm and a maximum size of 100 x 100 mm. Having regard to the huge thermal influences on the materials behavior, the
samples are air condition stored. Simulating a production environment, it is possible to heat the samples up to 400°C
during measurement cycle.
Sensors

Achieving a deep understanding of materials behavior, the mentioned effects have to be sensed within a spectral
range from 300 nm up to 3500 nm. [4], [5] Recognizing thermal influences, it is also necessary to consider information
from thermal infrared region from 7.5 µm to 13 µm.
Meeting these requirements, it is reasonable to use three different types of sensors. At first a monochrome camera
with a spectral resonance from 350 nm to 850 nm is applied. Measuring the thermal infrared band, a thermal imaging
sensor is used. Acquiring spectral information, a radiation spectrometer with a measuring range from 300nm to 3500nm
is sensible.
Lighting

In Order to use the sensors mentioned above in its entirety, a selection of a reasonable lightings is indispensable.
The radiation spectrum extends from 300 nm up to 3500 nm. This includes ultra violet, visible light, Near-Infrared and
infrared spectrum. Therefore the exposure rate (E) has to be greater than E > 6000 W/m². It is important to guarantee an
illumination of the measurement sample over the entire spectral range. This is feasible in various ways. One possibility
is the radiation with various discreet working, superposed radiation sources. Another option is the assignment of a broad
band radiation source. Combining these approaches is also possible to induce homogeneous radiation intensity over the
entire radiation spectrum. In Order to distinguish polarization effects, the use of polarization filters is also required.
Data evaluation

In Order to evaluate generated data and derive predictions for feasible sensor and algorithm configurations, the use
of artificial neuronal networks (ANN) is reasonable. Using this tool, also complex correlations are obtainable and
extractable.
Depending on the input parameters and the desired predictions, it is necessary to use a fully connected network with
multiple layers. Input parameters are the measured optical properties. Output parameters are one or multiple sensors and
algorithm combinations for a particular process and material. Keep the possibility in mind, that various combinations
solve the requirements with the same performance.
Training the ANN can be carried out by using the optical material characteristics and evaluate them using defined
scoring values. These performance figures are determined for each sensor with single and multiple algorithms in use.
Following, the forecast for a sensor and algorithm combination is possible.
Time line
It is planned to implement the general system concept, including multiple sensors and algorithms, until Q4/2019.
Optical material characterization and the linking to the corresponding sensor-algorithm behavior will be finished in
Q1/2021. The validated system is ready to run in Q4/2021.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Using standard filaments and standard fibers is key to enable industrial scale 3D-printing with continuous carbon
fiber reinforcement. The novel printing head for Additive Composite Structures (AddCompSTM) serves this task as one
element along the completely new developed process chain for continuous fiber reinforced 3D-printing. Both the
AddCompS printing head and the process chain are described within this paper.

2. PRINTING HEAD DESIGN
The design of the printing head offers the opportunity to process standard fiber materials in conjunction with up to
three different thermoplastics. The developed manufacturing process is based on the Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)
technology and serves the need for additive manufacturing of three dimensional, fiber reinforced, multi-material,
lightweight structures. To establish a robust printing process, several innovations focus on the routing of the standard
fibers as well as the thermal management of the printing head and of the generated structure.
The fiber is automatically pulled into the printing head due to its adhesion to the thermoplastic melt during the
extrusion. To ensure an adequate feeding of the fiber it is essential to reduce its friction within the printing head, guard
the fiber from sharp edges and prevent small bending radiuses. Another challenge is the development of a valve which
allows the fiber to get in contact with the melt, but prevents the melted plastics from infiltrating the valve. This is solved
by an optimized geometry of the contact zone between fiber and thermoplastic melt supported by centrally supplied
compressed air along the fiber routing. The concept is outlined in Figure 1. The thermoplastic melt flow is redirected
along a specially shaped needle, so that the flow is forced alongside the extrusion direction. Assisted by a low
pressurization of the needle the fiber is routed into the melted plastic while preventing the melt from rising into the
needle.
Besides the routing of the fiber, the thermal design of the printing head is crucial for a reliable printing process. This
is assured by realizing a sharp temperature gradient between the zone of filament feeding and the melting zone.
Preceding investigations using different types of conventional heatbreaks manufactured from aluminium or titanium
showed unsatisfactory results. For this reason a new concept is developed and shown in Figure 1. A 1 mm to 3 mm
thick calcium silicate glassfiber reinforced plate serves as thermal insulation between the cool feeding zone and the hot
melting zone. The temperature gradient is further increased by an actively cooled body directly attached to the
insulation plate. Long term measurements indicated a temperature of 45 °C directly above the insulation plate while the
temperature of the melting zone is 220 °C. The printing head, the cooling body and the thermal insulation plate are
aligned during assembly with a tool to guarantee an edge free channel for the filament routing. To also process
materials like PEEK the printing head is able to provide melting temperatures of up to 450 °C. This is addressed by
utilizing two cartridge heaters with a total heat power of 400 W, which also enable the system to precisely control the
temperature distribution and rapidly react to changing environmental influences.
With the aim of high quality results the impregnation of the fiber as well as the adhesion of the fiber to the matrix
and the thermal management of the printed structure needs to be considered. The adhesion as well as the process
stability is improved by preheating the fiber before it gets in contact with the melted plastics. It is of major importance
the fiber is not damaged during this process step. Other points to address are the printing bed temperature, the
temperature of the preceding printed structure to properly bond the new extruded material and the general cooling of the
structure to prevent internal stress concentrations or distortions. Another challenge is to prevent the fiber from being
pulled out from its desired position during high speeds, sharp curvature movements or real three-dimensional
trajectories. For that purpose an adaptive cooling system, which acts directly below the extrusion nozzle on the extruded
material, is installed at the printing head. In dependence of the process parameters like the extrusion speed of the
printing head or the movement speed and the movement history of the kinematic system, this device allows to set up
customable fluid mass flows from different directions to precisely control the temperature distribution of the extruded
material. This enables the manufacturing system to print sharp curves or three-dimensional structures without support
while assuring an accurate placed fiber.
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Fig. 1: Printing Head Design

3. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
For a successful implementation of a process chain from a CAD model to an additive manufactured threedimensional continuous fiber reinforced structure, it is necessary to innovate in different fields of activities. First, the
printing head technology itself needs to be developed as described before. Second, there needs to be a process
integration which combines the printing head technology, a kinematic system, a control system und the required sensor
system. As a third point, the design methodology needs to be defined, considering the specific requirements of the
printing head in conjunction with the kinematic system. Design rules have to be formulated and restrictive boundary
conditions need to be known. This can only be done, if, as a fourth topic, the material development and material
characterization in dependence of the process parameters are accounted. As a last fifth working area, mechanisms for an
inline quality assurance during the printing process are required. This creates the potential to monitor the printing
process and react dynamically to deviations. By simultaneously addressing these work areas, a robust additive
manufacturing system for generating continuous fiber reinforced structures is developed.
The translation of a virtual model to a real structure demands multiple work steps. First of all the design of the CAD
model needs to be done in compliance with the design methodology which is defined by the provided additive
manufacturing system. Afterwards the numerical model can be compiled for its manufacturing with the kinematic
system. Thus, the information of the trajectories to build the structure is stored. For that purpose a software tool is
developed, capable to directly translate CATIA CAD models into G-code, to plan the path movements of the kinematic
system. The current software version is able to handle structures with a three-dimensional closed polygon base layer
and arbitrary thickness. The next step contains the insertion of the printing parameters according to the planned
movements like nozzle temperature, filament feeding rate or adaptive cooling of specific trajectory sections. Subsequent
the required fiber and thermoplastic materials are loaded into the manufacturing system. Using a central control unit, the
created printing job is executed. Additionally a quality control of the generated structure is conducted.
As a first step the described process chain is used to manufacture test specimen for material characterizations as well
as real three-dimensional structures. The focus is on the optimization of the printing parameters for different material
combinations. This includes PLA, PC, PEI, PEEK as thermoplastics and different types of fibers like twisted yarn or
standard and special coated rovings with a size from 3K up to 24K. These materials are used to print test specimen with
different ply orientations to characterize them mechanically. Further surveys address cooling profiles for the adaptive
cool system. Different parameter settings for the cooling of edges and for the realization of three-dimensional structures
without support are explored. In addition the inline quality assurance system is developed further by collecting and
evaluating process data. This is assisted by the development of numerical models to simulate critical process steps and
analyze the collected process data.
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4. OUTLOOK
Figure 2a indicates a sample structure fabricated using the described additive manufacturing system. It shows the
ability to print high quality parts with sharp edges and continuous fiber reinforcement. Ongoing research will focus on
an optimization of the printing process to improve the mechanical properties of the produced structures. An example of
the effect of different printing parameters on the adhesion of the thermoplastics and the fiber is highlighted in Figure 2b.
First tensile testing results based on preliminary printing parameter optimizations are drafted in Figure 2c. The
preliminary results show a three times higher strength and six times higher stiffness. Also the manufacturing of real
three-dimensional fiber reinforced structures is addressed in the future. Furthermore a CNC-robotic system will be used
as kinematic with six degrees of freedom. The investigations will include the influence of different printing head
orientations regarding the printing path as well as the limitations to print in three-dimensional space without support
structures.

(a) Sample Structure

(b) Microscope Analyses

(c) Tensile Test (Printed UD Structure)

Fig. 2: Printing results achieved with AddCompS printing head
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1. INTRODUCTION
The topic of lightweight plays an essential role in the development of aircraft. More and more carbon fiber reinforced
plastics (CFRP) find a steady growing demand in aircraft manufacturing and are equipped in their latest generation with
over 50% of the total structure weight. This development is offset by labor-intensive manufacturing processes that cause
very high costs for the components. This is the reason why it is important to provide rapid and cost-effective production
processes today and in the near future to counteract the striven production rate of 70 AC/month.
2. OBJECTIVES, MOTIVATION AND CONCEPT FOR TOASTING CFRP PARTS
The aim of the use of a modular heated mold in an autoclave is to shorten the process time of autoclave curing and thus
to increase cost-effectiveness and productivity. Furthermore, the optimization of component quality, through more even
curing, is in the foreground. In current autoclave processes, most metallic forming tools have a high thermal mass. A
large part of the energy goes into the heating of the tool. Furthermore, due to the fluidic and thermodynamic conditions
inside the autoclave, the components are also heated longitudinally and also from top to bottom. This leads to an
inefficient autoclave process. In order to achieve a nearly ideal curing, long autoclave cycles are accepted. Due to the
uneven temperature distribution within the material, high internal stresses can also occur and thus influence the
mechanical properties and the quality of the component. [1] [2]
To prevent this, a new claim is made. The concept consists of several main units (see figure 1):
•

Research autoclave BALU with a loading length of 20m and a loading diameter of 5,8m

•

An infrared thermography system that is integrated into the autoclave loading space. Consisting of a liner
drive and a water-cooled pressure vessel that allows using the system by temperatures up to 250°C and
pressures up to 10 bar.

•

A CFRP mold with three cellular electrical heating zones allows temperature up to 220°C

•

A new and innovative control system that can communicate with the existing control and the new above
mentioned units.

•
•

Fig. 1: Concept of TOASTING CFRP parts based on infrared thermography and cellular heatable tooling
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The interaction of the components is as follows. The thermography system measures the temperature of the component
surface and sends it as set point via the controller to the PLC. Here, the heating zones of the CFRP mold are regulated.
Through this action the component temperature at the bottom and on the top will have nearly the same temperature.
This leads to a TOASTING effect that makes the curing in the autoclave much more efficient.
3. TOASTING WING COVER - RESULTS OF THE FULL-SCALE DEMONSTRATION
The implemented new control system is validated on the basis of a full scale wing cover component. This is to show
that an effective curing by means of heated tools in an autoclave is also suitable for larger structures (see figure 2).

Fig. 2: Toasting wing cover - Full-scale demonstration

All three heating zones of the CFRP mold (see figure 3) have a similar characteristic of the temperature, which follows
the set point course of the cycle very closely. Compared with the same cycle without tool heating of the CFRP mold
from the preliminary tests, it is possible to save significantly more than 80 minutes of process time because all
temperatures - including the cold spot - reach the target temperature of 135 °C (180 C) before or with the cycle
specification. At the same time, the component sees the same temperatures at all positions (front, rear, top and bottom)
and is thus cured very homogeneously. Further studies show a process time saving of an average of 33% compared to
conventional metal tools.
With the successful curing of the wing demonstrator it could be shown that with use of cellular heatable CFRP molds in particular with a thermography camera inside the autoclave - the process can accelerate the process and improve the
quality of the component at the same time.

Fig. 3: Temperature distributions on the surface of the wing cover during the autoclave process
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fracture toughness of laminated composite materials is a very important property for damage-tolerant design,
but remains poorly understood under transverse mechanical loading conditions. In this study, the transverse intralaminar
fracture in unidirectional laminates with ductile polymer matrices is investigated. The presence of a ductile matrix calls
for the use of concepts of nonlinear fracture mechanics for the accurate determination of the resistance of the composite
to crack propagation. Unidirectional glass fiber-reinforced polymers with a polyurethane (PU) matrix are studied and
compared with a benchmark system out of epoxy (EP). The fracture toughness of these composites is evaluated through
the determination of R-curves using single edge-notched beams (SENBs) and the J-integral method, whereas the
underlying fracture mechanisms are investigated through in situ testing in a scanning electron microscope.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A two-component, commercial epoxy resin under the catalog name SikaDur 300 from Sika Technology AG (Tg ~90
oC, peak value of tan δ from dynamic mechanical analyses) is used as the benchmark system. The polyurethane resin,
named PU, is a two-component prototype thermoset system formulated at Sika Technology AG (Tg ~85 oC) and consists
of a polyol resin and an isocyanate-based hardener.
The transverse intralaminar fracture toughness of the laminates is evaluated by measuring crack-resistance curves
(R-curves) through the compliance method for the opening mode (mode I), as explained in [1]. With this method,
several load-partial unload cycles are run and the current crack length is calculated based on the specimen’s current
compliance. Due to the material nonlinearity of the matrices and of the laminates, the crack-growth resistance is
quantified in terms of the nonlinear strain-energy release rate, J, as a function of crack extension, ∆a, leading to the socalled J-R curves. 30 x 5 x 2.5 mm3-sized beams are cut out from 5 mm-thick laminate plates that are prepared by
vacuum-assisted resin infusion molding with layup [0]15. The specimens are cut such that the fiber direction is parallel
to the specimens’ thickness.
Additional three-point-bending tests of SENBs out of EP- and PU-GFRPs are performed inside a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with a micromechanical tester from Deben in order to identify the fracture mechanisms in the
laminates. The specimens have one surface polished so as to reveal the fibers and are subsequently coated with a
platinum nanolayer with thickness of ~5 nm before being placed into the SEM.
3. RESULTS
Although the raw force versus load-line-displacement (LLD) raw data do not directly quantify the fracture
toughness of the materials under investigation, they do provide qualitative insights about the difference in fracture
toughness. While the two matrices present partly superposing curves as shown in Fig. 1a, the EP-GFRP specimens bear
only about 50–60% of the peak forces withstood by the specimens out of PU-GFRP as seen in Fig. 1b. In all systems
there is initially a linear increase of the force with increasing LLD. The specimen stiffness, given by the slope of this
linear relation, varied according to the difference in the initial crack length. The LLD values at which the specimens
reach their peak forces are indicative of the deformability of the investigated samples. Peak values are found in the
range of 0.30–0.35 mm and 0.03–0.05 mm for EP and EP-GFRP samples, respectively. By contrast, higher peak LLD
values of 0.50–0.65 mm and 0.13–0.17 mm are observed for PU and PU-GFRP, respectively. With the exception of EPGFRP, the other three material systems present a smooth transition to the nonlinear regime, during which significant
damage occurs throughout the specimens. After the peak load is reached, both PU and PU-GFRP maintain higher force
levels than their epoxy counterparts.
Now, crack propagation through the pure matrices is described and discussed. The results in Fig. 1c show that EP
presents 10–20% higher fracture toughness at short crack extensions (< 0.05 mm), but at longer crack extensions (>
0.05 mm) the crack growth resistance of the PU matrix is up to 2.3-fold higher than that of EP. J-values for the epoxy
polymer rise quickly at the beginning, reaching 1.0 kJ/m2 at ∆a ~ 0.05 mm. After this point the increase in J is slower
and peaks at a value of 4.0 kJ/m2 for crack extensions slightly shorter than 0.85 mm. The polyurethane presents similar
J-values as epoxy for ∆a ~ 0.05 mm and rises after this point with a much steeper slope, reaching 4.0 kJ/m2 much
earlier than epoxy, at a crack extension of 0.18 mm, thus characterizing higher fracture toughness. J continues rising
with increasing crack propagation for the polyurethane, peaking at 7.0 kJ/m2 at ∆a ~ 0.35 mm. For the range of crack
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extensions studied, both systems present rising R-curves. The steeper rise in the R-curve of the polyurethane stems from
its greater ability to develop plastic deformation as seen in static 3-point-bending tests.

Fig. 1: (a, b) Force-LLD curves obtained in the SENB tests with (a) pure matrix and (b) laminate specimens. (c, d) Crackresistance curves of the (c) matrices and (d) laminates. The curves in (c, d) were obtained with a least squares fitting of the
function J = C1(∆a + δ)C2. The shaded areas in (c, d) are error estimations added to the fitted data and are based on the standard
deviation of the single measurements and on the propagation of the experimental uncertainties.

The effect of the different fracture toughness of the polymer matrices alone on the R-curves of 90o GFRP layers is
further investigated using an approach that has already been successfully employed to assess the crack-growth
resistance of heterogeneous materials such as bone and nacre. The results in Fig. 1d show that PU-GFRP is noticeably
tougher than EP-GFRP for the entire range of crack extensions covered in this study. Contrarily to the R-curves of the
pure matrices, which differ by less than 20% for very short cracks (< 0.05 mm), the J-values for PU-GFRP are 100%
higher than those of EP-GFRP already at crack extensions as low as a couple tenths of micrometers. Surprisingly, the
PU-GFRP laminate exhibits fracture toughness as high as 1.9 kJ/m2, which is about 6-fold higher than the maximum
value presented by the EP-GFRP. The progression of the R-curves obtained for PU-GFRP is nonlinear, presenting a
swift rise in J up to a crack extension of around 50 µm, at which point the laminates reach approximately 50% of their
peak toughness. After crack extensions of 300 µm, most of the evaluated specimens reach about 85–90% of their
maximum energy dissipation capabilities. The JR(∆a) curves obtained for the EP-GFRP are more reproducible than
those of the PU-GFRP for crack extensions larger than 0.15 mm, which can be a result of sample-dependent interfacial
properties or small variations in the local fiber volume content.
In order to better understand the origins of the distinct R-curve behavior of the laminates, the underlying crack
propagation mechanisms leading to such fracture response are investigated through micromechanical testing with in situ
observation in a SEM. Crack propagation in the PU-GFRPs is slower and follows a less defined pattern as compared to
that in the EP-GFRPs as shown in Fig. 2. In EP-GFRPs, damage starts to develop ahead of the crack tip as a result of
adhesive failure at the interfaces, as seen in Fig. 2b and 2c. These cracks run along the interfaces concurrently to the
formation of interfacial voids. Such voids grow until they meet the neighboring ones through crack propagation within
the matrix. Matrix cracking takes place so swiftly that it is not possible to observe crack arresting by the matrix between
two neighboring interfacial cracks. A force drop of about 20% is noticed in the recorded load upon debonding of
multiple interfaces at once, as seen in Fig. 2a and 2e at an LLD value of 132 lm. The damage process repeats itself for
three more load-unload cycles, until another force drop of about 50% is recorded at approximately the same peak load
as before and at a load-line displacement of 141 µm (see Fig. 2a). At that moment, several interfaces ahead of the initial
crack tip are debonded and the total crack extension ∆a reaches 900 µm, at which point the test is interrupted. These
results reveal that the main fracture mechanism in EP-GFRP is fiber/matrix debonding.

Davi M. Montenegro et al.

Fig. 2: (a) Force vs. load-line displacement curves for the in situ tests showing the moments at which pictures (b) to (i) were
taken; and (‘b’ to ‘i’) sequence of scanning electron micrographs showing the crack propagation ahead of the crack tip in the EPGFRP (‘b’ to ‘e’) and in the PU-GFRP (‘f’ to ‘i’). The arrows point to the location of the crack tip at the start of the test. The
load-line displacement in each picture is (b, f) 0 µm, (c) 25 µm (d) 108 µm, (e) 132 µm, (g) 30 µm (h) 218 µm and (i) 253 µm.
Scale bar in all pictures: 50 µm.

Crack propagation in the PU-GFRP differs markedly from that in its EP counterpart, as shown in Fig. 2f–i. No
pronounced signs of damage are observed until a LLD of about 100 µm, when a pre-damaged region at the crack tip
starts to open, as shown in Fig. 2g. Upon separation from the fibers, the matrix develops extensive plasticity before
eventual failure, characterizing cohesive failure. This suggests that crack nucleation takes place within the matrix rather
than at the interface. This phenomenon is normally associated with a strong fiber/matrix adhesion and enables efficient
exploitation of the resin’s toughness during crack propagation. The test is finally stopped at an LLD of 360 µm since no
further toughening mechanisms were noticed. At this point, the force-displacement curve had deviated from linearity for
about 200 µm. These findings lead to the conclusion that the predominant fracture mechanism in PU-GFRP is cohesive
failure within the matrix rather than adhesive debonding at the interfaces.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Careful analysis of the mode I transverse intralaminar fracture in unidirectional GFRPs showed that it is possible to
harness the full toughening potential of the utilized matrix if the dominant failure mechanism occurs within the polymer
matrix rather than at the polymer-fiber interfaces. This explains the significantly improved fracture toughness of
polyurethane-matrix laminates as compared with epoxy-matrix counterparts. The matrix-dominated failure mechanism
in the PU-based system, which was experimentally confirmed by micromechanical testing with in situ SEM
observations, is very likely to stem from a stronger fiber/matrix adhesion that hindered adhesive failure at the interfaces.
As a result, the fracture energies of unidirectional GFRPs with PU are up to 6-fold higher than those of the benchmark
system.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Carbon fi
fiber reinforceed polymers (CFRPs) are th
the material of
o choice for highly
h
stresseed componentts due to theirr
strength andd stiffness prooperties and the
t resulting lightweight design
d
potentiial. Classical fiber reinforced polymerss
(FRPs) for liightweight strructures consiist of synthetiic fibers such
h as carbon fibers (CF), gla
lass fibers or aramid fiberss
combined w
with a polymerr matrix. Since the producction of carbo
on fibers is very
v
energy-, greenhouse gasg
and costt
ogical and cosst-efficient lightweight FRP
P
intensive, thee question arisses about posssibilities for thhe realization of more ecolo
structures. E
Engineers and designers neeed to find a trrade-off betw
ween structurall integrity, ennvironmental compatibility,
c
,
fe
Onee approach to make CFRP structures more energy- andd cost-efficien
nt is to reducee
costs and maanufacturing feasibility.
the carbon voolume fractionn and use carb
bon fibers parrtially only exactly where th
hey are really needed and where
w
they aree
structural eff
fficient. In thee remaining areas,
a
the carrbon fibers arre substituted by cheaper aand more env
vironmentallyy
friendly fiberrs, which reduuce the overalll environmenntal impact an
nd the costs off the FRP struucture. The co
ombination off
different fibeer types in a composite
c
is called
c
fiber hhybridization. The present assessment
a
[1 ] aims to hyb
bridize carbonn
and flax fiberrs (FF) in an interlayer
i
con
nfiguration witthout reducing
g the mechaniical FRP perfoormance (stifffness, strengthh
and weight) significantly. As illustrated
d in Figure 1, the processin
ng and manufaacturability off CF/FF hybrid
d laminates iss
CF-, FF- and CF/FF- hybrid laminates aare characterizzed. Based onn
investigated and the mechhanical properrties of pure C
l
po
otential of varrious CF/FF laminate
l
confi
figurations andd their preferrred load casess
the results, thhe analytical lightweight
are calculated, in order to quantify the structural lighhtweight poten
ntial of CF/FF
F hybrid laminnates compareed to pure CF
F
g
for CF/FF hybrid
d laminates.
laminates andd to define geeneral design guidelines

Fiig. 1: Research
h questions and
d assessment meethods.

2. PROCES
SSING AND MANUFACT
TURABILITY
Y
Method

By meanns of compacttion response testing pure CF and FF (saturated and unsaturatedd) are exposed
d to differentt
compaction ppressures. Forr each single fiber type, it is measured what fiber vo
olume content
nt (FVC) can be reached att
which specific pressure. In addition, cross sectioons of differeent cured CF
F/FF hybrid ssamples are evaluated byy
que, the local layer thickneesses and thuss the local fibber volume co
ontents in thee
micrograph aanalysis. Withh this techniq
individual CF
F and FF layers can be deetermined. Byy combining th
he results of both
b
assessmeents, a statem
ment about thee
manufacturabbility and deffinition of preeferable proceessing pressurees for the com
mbined processsing of CF and
a FF can bee
made.
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Results

From the compaction response
r
it can
n be seen, that
at flax FVC is up to 30% low
wer than carboon FVC at low
w compactionn
pressures (0..5-1bar). As shown
s
in Figu
ure 2, a strong
ng dependency
y of flax fiberr compaction capability an
nd the appliedd
pressure is obbserved, resullting in a low FVC deviatioon of 10% betw
ween carbon and
a flax for hiigh pressures (10-20bar).
(

Fig. 2: FVC
C response of ssaturated and unsaturated
u
CF
F and FF fiberss .

3. LIGHTWEIGHT POTENTIAL
Method

The mechhanical propeerties of pure CF, FF and CF/FF hybrid
d laminates are
a characterizzed by standaardized three-point-bendinng tests. Eachh of the analy
yzed samples is produced by two differrent manufactturing processes, the handd
lamination annd the autoclaave prepreg teechnique. Baseed on the mecchanical propeerties, the so-ccalled lightweeight potentiall
of different m
materials and material comb
binations can be calculated in a further sttep. This calcuulation is a methodological
m
l
approach to find replacem
ment laminates with same ttensile-, comp
pression-, ben
nding- strengtth and stiffness in order too
t alternativee material thicckness in ordeer to reach thee
substitute a ppure CF laminnate. The calcculation methood computes the
structural connstraints. Thiss allows to ev
valuate which replacement configuration
ns are lighter oor heavier com
mpared to thee
reference CF
F laminate at the
t same load
d case. From tthis analysis, it can be deduced for whicch load cases hybridizationn
makes structuurally sense and
a what are th
he benefits or drawbacks in
n terms of weig
ght.
Results

Althoughh there is a diifference in th
he local fiber volume contents between carbon and fflax, hybrid laaminates withh
only 16% lesss flexural moodulus and 17
7% less flexuural strength compared
c
to th
he pure CF reeference laminate could bee
produced. Coomparing the mechanical properties of thhe samples maanufactured by hand laminaation and auto
oclav process,,
it is noticeabble that the hannd laminated ones
o
perform significant po
oorly.
c
off the lightweig
ght potential emerges that C
CF/FF hybrid structures cann
As illustrrated in Figuree 3, from the calculation
be built up too 8% lighter thhan a pure 0° CF structure,, having the saame compresssion- and bendding strength as well as thee
same bendinng stiffness. This
T
effect can
n be seen as well in a 0° UD arrangem
ment with the flax (in the middle
m
of thee
specimen) annd the carbon in 0° directio
on as when theey are arrangeed in a cross ply
p configurattion where thee 0° fibers aree
from carbonn and the 90°° fibers (in th
he middle off the specimeen) are from flax. The bigggest benefit appears at a
hybridizationn ratio of 60//40 vol.% (CF
F/FF). From the preferred
d load cases, such as comp
mpression stren
ngth, bendingg
strength (lim
mited by buckkling) and beending stiffneess, it can bee said that bu
uckling criticcal structures hold a greatt
lightweight ppotential for inncorporating CF/FF
C
hybrid laminates.
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Fig. 3: Masss comparison of CF/FF crosss ply hybrid, refferenced to 0° CF
C for the prefferred load casees.

4. CONCLU
USION
It could bbe shown thatt flax fibers haave lower fibeer volume con
ntents at the saame compresssion pressuress compared too
carbon fiberss. The deviatioon is strongly
y pressure deppended and can
n be reduced by increased ccompaction pressures
p
from
m
a maximum of 30% to a minimum
m
of 10%. Means hiigher processiing pressures will result in lower local FVC
F
deviationn
between the CF and FF laayers within a hybrid laminnate and therefore increased
d mechanical properties. Co
ombined withh
c
and flaax can be veryy well processed together too
the good resuulting mechannical propertiees it can be conncluded that carbon
hybrid laminnates using thee conventionall composite m
manufacturing processes.
Resultingg from the lighhtweight poten
ntial calculatiion, hybridizattion makes no
o sense in the case of tensille loading andd
compression stiffness sincce in this casees the carbon fibers are dom
minating with
h their high ten
ensile stiffnesss and strengthh
properties. B
By contrast, thhe properties of
o flax have a much greateer impact on the
t load casess bending streength/stiffnesss
and compresssion strength (limited by buckling),
b
thuus enabling to
o even reduce the weight un
under these loads. It can bee
said that hybbridization in a pure structurral sense onlyy makes sense for these threee load cases. The flax fiberrs unfold theirr
full potentiaal when combbined as a kiind of sandw
wich laminate with the carrbon fibers. T
The maximum
m lightweightt
construction potential is achieved
a
by sh
heathing the fflax fibers (lo
ow density) ass core materiaal with carbon
n fibers (highh
f
A maaximal weighht reduction of
o up to 8% could
c
be achiieved by a CF/FF,
C
0° UD
D
stiffness & sstrength) as facings.
laminate andd by a CF/FF, Cross ply laaminate with 90° flax fiberrs arranged as core sheets.. In both casees meaningfull
hybridizationn ratios are between 50-60/5
50-40 vol.\% (CF/FF). Thiss insight quanttifies that hybbridization nott only helps too
improve the eco- and cost structure of laminates, but additionally offers
o
a potential for lightw
weight design exceeding thee
one of pure ccarbon laminaates within thee preferred loaad cases.
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